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(10311/OV53)

CONFIDENTIAL

INDEXED
Office of the United Kingdom

Trade Commissioner,

KHARTOUM.

1st August, 1953*

The big political question mark here at the moment is
the Khatmi-N,U.P. situation, i.e. whether or not Sayifl Ali
has really finally decided that the only way to attempt to.
stop S.A.R. is to tell his followers to vote for the N.U.P.
and the N.U.P. alone. The situation is not at the moment
clear but Kenrick will be reporting to you by this bag on the
latest position (after 3 years as D.C. in Omdurman he knows
the Khatmi there well and as at the moment he shows a disposition
to report to you direct I am happy to let him deal with this
aspect of our work).

2. You should know however that this news following the reports
published here about anti-British and anti-administration
propaganda organised in Egypt during the "Liberation" celebrations
and the defection to Egypt of Yacoub Osman and Ahmed Yusuf
Hashim has resulted in a fit of jitters among the administrators,
some of whom have urged me to try to get Her Majesty's Government
to "do something" to counter the Egyptian tide, What particularly
sticks in their gullets is that Neguib and Sallah should be able
to make their lying propaganda statements without any counterblast
in̂  similar terms from members of H.M. Government in similar positions,
What they are really after in their hearts is good quotable stuff
to be broadcast to the Sudan and published in the local papers in
which the British Prime Minister assures the Sudanese that come
what may the Egyptian imperialists and colonisers will be kept
out of the Sudan, or the Secretary of State declares himself ready
for rivers of blood if necessary to prevent the Egyptians
encroaching on our rights in the Canal Zone, They seem
particularly enamoured of the idea of engineered Parliamentary
Questions and answers,

3» I have explained why such statements v/ould be rather difficult
to make and to do the administrators justice most of them appear
to appreciate this (though the cynical remark about kowtowing to
the Egyptians and sacrificing the Sudan for the sake of a defence
agreement is usually heard). But are II,M. Government at the
moment prepared to take a strong line with Egypt about the Sudan?
Are they for example prepared to represent to ̂ eguib that many of
his speeches and statements and those of his lieutenants on the
Sudan are grossly out of keeping with the spirit and the letter of
the February Agreement; and publicise the fact that they are doingso?

*n\J/CtJt'
(D.M.H. E

C A-'tcMfi-
Riches)

R. Allen, Esq., C. M, G,,
African Department,

Foreign Office,
S.vv.l.
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(10311/14/53) office of the united Kingdom
Trade Commissioner,

SECRET f m ^ ;
KHARTOUM. '

31st July, 1953.

There have been a number of reports that General
Neguib intends to visit the Sudan before the elections,
September being suggested as a likely month and his
itinerary as including some of the provincial centres
(though not the South) in addition to the Three Towns.
I am told that^even the Umma delegation to the "Liberation"
celebrations were so carried away by their reception in
Cairo and by the normal traditions of reciprocal hospitality
as to invite the General to visit the Sudan.

2. If the visit comes off it may have a serious influence
on the elections, especially if properly timed. I have
repeatedly reported the popularity enjoyed by the General
among persons of all classes and political leanings in
this country and the publicity associated with the recent
junketings and bellicosities in Cairo has, if anything,
increased this. He would undoubtedly have a tremendous
reception were he to come to the Sudan and he and his
entourage could do a lot of damage in a very short time both
to British prestige and,to the independence cause. Such
being the case we have been thinking in good time of what
could be done to prevent or counter the effect of the visit.
The possibilities that have occurred to us are:-

1. To stop the visit by representations
from - . '

'a) H.M. Government
(b) The Governor General
, c) The Electoral Commission.

2. To stop the visit by provoking a crisis
in the Canal Zone or otherwise making it
necessary for Neguib to stay in Egypt
till after the elections.

3. If the visit comes off to attempt to
neutralise its effect by producing a
counter attraction in the shape of a
visit to the Sudan of a colourful
personality of our own.

3. The best course v/ould undoubtedly be to put the oniis on
Sen by getting the Electoral Commission to ask ̂ eguib not to
come as his visit would be a. factor likely to affect the
neutrality of the elections. I think it improbable however
jthat the Commission would agree to do this. As regards .
representations by H. M. Government and the Governor General
they could be made on the grounds of incompatibility with the
letter and spirit of the February Agreement and threat to
public order respectively. The fformer • is not on present

/form

R« Allen, Bsq. , C. M. G, ,
African Department,

. Foreign Office,
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form likely to shake the Egyptians while the latter
is manifestly far-fetched and if carried to its logical
conclusion of refusing entry to the Sudan to Jfeguib both
politically bad and likely itself to provoke demonstrationand possibly disorders in the Three Towns,

4. The feasability of suggestion No. 2 is not for rueto judge.

5. As regards 3. we just cannot produce a figure to measure
up to Neguib, though the visit of Lord Mountbatten at the end
of October would be something as a counter-puff.

6. All in all, 1 (c) and 1 (a) or a combination of both
seem to be the most promising lines. In represeisit would be contrary to thght threate

.

, c) and 1 (a) or a combination of both
e the most promising lines. In representing that

the visit would be contrary to the spirit of the Agreement
we might threaten that if it did nevertheless materialise we
should then consider ourselves free to send any propagandastars of our own to the country.

I am sendinand
any propaganry.

I am sending copies of this letter to Duke in Cairo
Kenrick at the Governor General's Office.

y . • .
/ffU^^ « '

(D.M.H. Riches)



Cypher/OTP

CONFIDENTIAL

FROM CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE

FOREIGN OFFICE AND
WHITEHALL DISTRIBUTION

<r
D, 6,21 p.m. August 7, 1953
R. 7,¥) p.a. August 7, 1953

Mr, Hankey
No. 1161
August 7t 1953

PRIORITY
CONFIDENTIAL

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram'No. 1161 of August 7
Repeated for information to Khartoum (for Governor General

and U.K.Trade Commissioner)
/ INDEXED

Your telegram No. U.15: Sudan.

Many thanks.

I was unable to get Col. Nasser, Salah Salem, ani
Minister for Foreign Affairs t®gether at a suitable Juncture
last night, but I spoke to Minister far Foreign Affairs
and Salah Salem. Latter was most concerned at my
remonstrances and obviously did not want to lose propaganda
stick to "beat us.i We will haye a separate go at Nasser
shortly.

2. Meanwhile, although nothing precise was said, it looks
as if Salah Salem1 s projected visit to Sudan could not be
very imminent , as he said in another connexion that he* had
several engagements here next vreek.

%

Foreign Office please pass priority to Khartoum as my
telegram No. 270, »

[Repeated to Khartoum].

QQQ
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.FROM KHARTOUM TO FOREIGN

Cypher/OTP FOREIGN OFFICE AND WHITEHALL

Sir R. Hoira D. 5,35 p. a. August 7, 1953
IO.T 496 . R. 6.55 p.m. August 7f 1953
August 7, 1953

IMMEDIACT
.SECRET -.^

to Foreign Office telegram No. .1.96 ef August J
Repeated for information to Cairo. ~-\ =

Your telegram No. 722.

Salem's visit.

I could not prevent a Minister of ;one of Co-DoainJL
Governments from paying a visit to thia,'country, unless I were
satisfied that such a visit were liable \to provoke a breach
of public order. If on above grounds I were to prevent Salafc
Salem froa disembarking here and send him ̂ ack, the result
would probably be to stimulate protest said demonstrations by the
pro-Egyptian parties here, > ? - . . . . - . \

2, I agree it would be foolish to expect Sailah Saleoa to
exercise any modemtion if it were suggested to hia that that
was a condition on which we would not abject to his\visit.

3* We can urge Uraa to try to counteract his activities,
but I doupt whether they could be brought to protect openly
to prevent his visit ©n the grounds that it was afbreach of the
Urama - Neguib agreement. I will test their reactions, ©m thie
point. ' . . . . . ; , . ,,v • _ ' ,; ." ••. ./\: }•• \

Foreign Office please pass to Cairo as qy telegraa No. 265.
• , ' '.. \,

[Repeated to Cairo]. ; \- \ "'

AJpyAIlCJS COPIES;

Sir f. Strang
Private /Secretary
Sir J, rJBowker r ;-•
Head et African Department
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Eu.n AND SUDAN J

(Minuiet.)

I do not th ink we need follow up these
accusations. It ia a tyoical piece of
joui inalis!ii and its' only iiinjortunce is that
Generol Ileguib chould have taken it up in this
\vf iy . The instances referred to must be
frontier rectifications during the course of
demarcation of the Sudan 's frontiers with other
territories: the Lado enclave was eventually
r e t u r n e d by the ]1.el,!:;ians to the d u d a n . If a
oudane.;e "national Government" iu to begin its
in te rna t iona l career by re fus ing to recognise
international agreements on the front iers of the
oudun , :i.t will be away to a flying start.

2. I surest that in r.ublioity vve should ignore
the details of this speech as far as possible and
if necessary point out that the boundaries of the
-judan have almost all been delimited during the
pant . f i f ty years* &u» that dur in . the course of
•fciKt, certain small areas v/hich Were el aimed by
Mic ..judan
bounv:.:.?:).'io
;•; ta te.iK;. ') t
appa ren t
bad blood

iiiay have been put outside
; and vice versa. General ITeguib's
i,o, however, another example of the

to make as much
ipite ofau

t ian determinati un
possible over the

the ir Ai Tee ,ie n t wi til u 3
Judan^in

-orris)
Et 6, 19i)3-

o/r

//.,. ,

31401 K.O.P.



oivi CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE

En clair

Mr. Hankey
No. 1U9.
August 5, 1953

FOREIGN OFFICE AND V/HITEIJALL'
DISTRIBUTION

D. 6.50 p.m. August 5, 1953
R. 8.26 p.n. August 5, 1953

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 11̂ 9 of August 5
Repeated for information to Khartoum

and Saving to Paris B.M.E.O,
Washington

Commenting on a report published in Al Ahram of August \.
to the effect that Britain had annexed parts of the Southern
Sudan to Uganda, General Neguib stated that this v/as not the
only violation of the Sudan's integrity by the British. About
50 years r.po they had leased a considerable area of Bahrel
Gazal province to Belgium and they had also had certain regions
annexed to Eritrea, the French colonies and to Uganda. Neguib
described this action as robbery.

2. Asked for their views "Sudanese leaders", unnamed, now in
Egypt, stated that they .would-not allow this transgression
to pass unchallenged and that, as soon as a national government
hr.d been fomed, steps v/ould be taken to annul any such
illegal disposal of Sudanese territory. ID

Foreign Office please pass Khartoum as my telegram No. 269
and to Paris and Washington as my Saving telegrams Nos. 320
and 266 respectively.

[Repeated to Khartoum and Saving to Paris and Washington],

K £ K K
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SECRET

FROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO KHARTOUM

Cypher/OTP, FOREIGN OFFICE MD TOTEHALL
DISTRIBUTION

No.688
D. 3.10 a.m. July 7, 1953.

July 6f 1953.

SECRET.

Addressed to Khartoum telegram No.688 of July 6.
Repeated for Information to Khartoum (U.K. T.C.).

Cairo.

Your telegrams Nos.̂ 51, 452, -157 and 4.59 [of June
and 28: the Sudan: Umma Party].

As you will have seen in the record, it was made
clear to the Mahdi at both his meetings with the Minister
of State that the three conditions mentioned were
essential pre-requisites of close collaboration, and that
the first condition was a public statement by the Umma
on their breach with Egypt. Nothing that the Minister of
State or the Prime Minister said could be interpreted as
offering unconditional support, ,

2. Nevertheless, if the Umma were in fact to withhold
all cooperation with the Egyptians and to fight Egyptian
propaganda openly and launch an all-out electoral campaign
against the N.U.P., it might be that we should regard this
as satisfactory. It all depends on the circumstances* and
on this we should like your advice.

3. On the othrr hand, if the Umma Party really succeed
in persuading the Egyptians to call off their improper
activities, a new situation would be created. However,
in these circumstances also there might be possibilities
of collaboration with the Umma.



SECRET

FROM KHARTOIM TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cypher/OTP

Sir R. Howe
No. J57
June 27, 1953

PRIORITY
SECRET

FOREIGN OFFICE AND TOTEHALL
DISTRIBUTION

D. 3.50 p.m. June 27, 1953
R. 5A5 p.m. June 27, 1953

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram Ho. A.57 of June 27
Repeated for Information to Cairo,

My telegram No, 4.51.̂  -J »/

Neguib's letter has now been received by Umaa. It says
that as his previous letter has been misunderstood by Urama
he has cancelled it. He asks1 Umioa to wait until the return
to Khartoum of Abdullah el FadiJ who will clear up the points
of misunderstanding, ••

2. As Abdullah el Fadil's return has been further delayed
the tfmma are sending Abdullah Khali! to Cairo on June 29*
He and Abdullah el Fadil will again Demand positive assurances
from the Egyptians that their propaganda, bribery etc, will
stop* Umma Party will then consider their future attltudt
towards Egypt in the light ©f t̂ he -reply brought back by
Abdullah Khalil. If adequate â ssurancesi ar«\given by the
Egyptians the Umma will certainly give, them an opportunity t«
show whether they intend to implement jth-eip iffectirely*

Foreign Office please pass to Cairo tirlori'ty as my telegram
No,

[Repeated to Cairo]*

K K K K

\



CONFIDENTIAL

Flags A & B
.TB 1055/9 & 10
JE 1055/11 & 12
Flags C & D

Flag D

Flag C

JE 1051/561
Flag &

l£

SUDAN: THE UMMA PARTY

INDEXED
J

Mr. Luce haa reported and commented on two

meetings with the Mahdi and Urama leaders since their

return to Khartoum; one on June 2*4- (G.G. Khartoum !

I1os.l4.51 and U52) and another on June 28 (G.G, Khartoum •

NOB.U57 and 14-59). •.

2. S.A.R. has tried all the usual evasions in the

attempt to establish that Her Majesty's Government have

committed themselves to support him and his party,

whilst leaving them free of any commitment whatsoever -

i.e. free to turn again should it seem expedient, to do so.

3. Judging from the report of the second meeting,

Mr. Luce seems to have shaken them out of their belief

that they can get away with this; but we can expect

them to take the line that the Sudan Government are

withholding what Her Majesty's Government promised

unconditionally. When we say that this is not the case,

S.A.R. will no doubt pretend to believe that the Sudan

Government have persuaded Her Majesty's Government to

withdraw their promise.

k» It is noteworthy that Abdullahi El Fadil has been

in Cairo since May 23 and is still there: no doubt one

idea behind this was to keep the lines open - to reassure,

the Egyptians that S.A.R.'s prolonged stay in this

country did not mean that the Umma had committed themselves

to co-operation with Her Majesty's Government.

5. It seems unlikely, from these telegrams, that the,

assurances to be demanded by the Umma in Cairo will be

the open support by Egypt of the Independence cause and

a disavowal of the national Unionist Party (as Abdulla

Khalil said when he was here). It is more probable

that they will again be something vaguer, and that the

ISgyptiana v/111 give a more tactful reply this time. It

/ia
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ia possible that the Egyptians will think it worth while £

gojsgj quietly for a month or so. In short, things will

most likely continue as they are unless the Egyptians

make a false move or the Umma are again seized with panic

about their election prospects,

6. Apart from a reluctance to commit themselves

irrevocably, I imagine that the Umma leaders are still

concerned to avoid doing anything which would give the

Egyptians the; excuse to denounce the Anglo Egyptian

Agreement. They probably suspect that we are trying to"

provoke such a denunciation in order to free ourselves

from our obligations to the Sudanese under the agreement

(their argument against saying anything about

Southern B.C.'a is illustrative of this).

7. As to co-operation with the S.R.P., the situation

looks a little more hopeful after this later meeting;

but besides disputes about constituencies, the monarchy V

republic issue is likely to be a serious obstacle. As

long as it appears that S.A.R. still has the ambition of

becoming king, many potential supporters of the

independence movement are likely to stay away from it.

8. We can only now await the outcome of Abdullah

Khalil's visit to Cairo; but in the meantime we

should give Mr. Luce the means to deny that Her Majesty's

Government have offered unconditional support to either

S.A.R. or the Drama Party. (A draft telegram is attached")

9. Perhaps the Minister of State will wish to discuss

all this with Sir Robert Howe before he returns to

Khartoum next Sunday.

June 30. 1953.

JE 1055/9
Flag A

JE 1055/12
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JE 1051/5770-
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SECRET RECORD OP MEETING WITH THE
GOVERNOR GENERAL OP THE SUDAN

Present: The Minister of State,
Sir Robert Howe,
Mr. R. Allen.

Go-operation with the Urnma

The Minister of State said that the Umma representatives

were now in Cairo discussing the Egyptian attitude

towards the Sudan with the Egyptian Government. It was

uncertain whether the Egyptians would be able to satisfy

the Umma representatives. Meanwhile, the Mahdi hadii
indicated in Khartoum that it might be difficult for the

Umma to denounce their Agreement with Egypt, but had

suggested that they might in fact withhold co-operation

with Egypt and fight a strong electoral campaign against

the N.U.P. He asked the Governor General's views on

this.

2. The Governor General said that he thought it would

in fact be difficult for the Umrna to repudiate their

Agreement with Egypt, and he was inclined to think that

a refusal by the Umma to co-operate in practice with the

Egyptians might suffice for our purposes.

3. The Minister of State also thought that there might

be a point where non-co-operation by the Umma with the

Egyptians and the pro-Egyptian parties in the Sudan would

satisfy us. He would like the Governor General's advice on

this after he returned to the Sudan. Our object should

be to ensure that there was no Umma/N.U.P. Coalition after

the Elections. If there were,- an Umma majority in the

new Parliament and as a result the Sudanese Government

asked for independence before the three years were up,

we should probably have to make it plain that Her

Majesty's
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Majesty's Government would not resist such a demand, but

of course Sudanisation could not be acntomplatod within

a shorter period.

/4. It was agreed that the Governor General should report

on the attitude of the Umma after his return, and that

meanwhile, he would do his best to ensure that the Umma--

and the S.R.P. came to a working arrangement in the

constituencies.

Evidence about Egyptian bribery and propaganda in theSudan

5. The Minister of State inquired whether the intelligence

services of the Sudan Government were succeeding in collecting

evidence about this.

6. The Governor General said that they were trying to do so,

but he did not know how successful they had been. It was

agreed that the Governor General would look into this on his

return.

Future of British Officials of the Sudan Government

7. The Minister of State said that he had some doubts about

the desirability of our circularising the members of the

Sudan Service in order to obtain details of their qualifications

for re-employment. He did not wish to give the impression

that Her Majesty's Government were expecting them to leave their

posts in the Sudan in the near future. On the contrary, we

should try to avoid a general exodus.

8. Mr. Allen said that he had just written a letter to

Mr. Luce setting out our doubts'on this subject and asking for

advice. We thought that it might be easier if any circular

were sent out by the Staff Association in the Sudan» rather than

by/
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by the Sudan Government. It was agreed that the

Governor General would advise us about this after

his return.

July It.
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_FROM KHARTOUM TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cypher/OIP .FOREIGN OFFICE AMD TOTEHAIX

Sir R« Howe D. 5.25 p.m. June 28,
No. 4.5? R. 7.05 p.m. June 28, 1953
June 28, 1953 if

SECRET •>'

Addressed to Foreign Office tele&ram No. 4.59 of
Repeated for informationio Cairo,

My telegram Wo. 4-57.

Luce had a further discussion this morning with the
Mahdi, SlddlJc el Mahdi, Abdullt Khalil and Ibrahiia Ahmed.
They said that the Urama Executlre has come to a definite
decision to state publicly that the Egyptians have broken
their agreement fgrp. undec.], to launch an all-out press
and propaganda attack on Egypt and to cooperate openly
irith the British If the Egyptians either refuse to glre
assurances demanded by Umma or, having giren them, fall j
to carry them out fully within about a month. If assurances |
are given and strictly observed the situation in the Urama !
vleir will be satisfactory to both the pro-Independence
Sudanese and the British.

2. Regarding cooperation amongst the pro-Independence
parties the Ubnot ROW shor mm willingness to try to come
to an understanding with S.R.P. which irlll put an end to
the present bitter conflict between them in a number of
constituencies. In return, Umma asks for c further assurance
that British administrators trill remain neutral as between
tfiama and S.R.P. This can be given, but we are not optimistic
about the result of discussions between Utama and S.R.P.,
because the former will clala majority support in sone
constituencies which is not admitted by S,R.P,

3. It was agreed at discussions that further fievelopaents
oust await result of Abdulla Khalll's visit to Cairo. But
it will be seen froa the above that some progress has been
nade froa the position reported in my telegram tfo. A5j»
i. We must warn you, however, that .the Ifahdl Is;: Showing clear
signs of believing that Her Majesty's Government have i \ , •

linr - i jf I • I

1953 /promised ... ( ^ -v "\
$ * i ^ )l
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SECRET

2.

promjjjgd him personal and material_asslstance regardless
ofjthe put cone of .Umma.- Egyptian issue.

Foreign Office please pass to Cairo priority as xytelegraa No, 24.2.

[Repeated to Cairo].



SECRET

PROM. KHARTOUM. TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cypher/OTP FOr;J3IGN OFFICE AND
WHITEHALL DISTRIBUTION

Sir R. Howe D, 8,55 p.** June 24, 1953
No. 451
June 24, 1953 R. 10. 18 P.M. June 24, 1953

DttiBPIATB
SECRET J

Addressed to Foreign Office telegraa. No. 451 of June 24
Repeated for information to Cairo

My telegram No. U6

Abdullahi El Fadilfs return to Khartoum has been delayed
until June 25 and Neguib's latest letter has therefore not yet '
been seen b y t h e Uima. . ' • ' ! . , .

2. Luce had a long talk with the Mahdi this aorning, with
Siddik 131 Mahdi and Abdullah Khalil also present. The
conditions mentioned by the Minister of State in his talk with
the Mahdi on May 27 were discussed at length, \ ^-^ •

(a) Denunciation of the Uana agreement with Egypt.

The Mahdi's version of this point is "nOn-oooperation with
Egypt" and he pointed out that already there is no cooperation
between the Umma and Egypt. Moreover, the Umma have now
decided to launch an all-out electoral campaign against the
N.U.P. and their Egyptian supporters. The Mahdi at first
denied that the Minister of State had mentioned denunciation
of the Umraa agreement, but when asked to read out the Arab <**,
record of the talks of May 27 and the word denunciation was
found to have been used on more than one occasion, he asserted
that in subsequent talks the Minister pf State had changed this
to non-cooperation with Egypt, This assertion is not .
supported by your telegram No, 666. Siddik El Mahdi then
made it quite clear that the Umma could not denounce their
agreement. He contended that there is nothing in the
agreement which conflicts with British interests or with the
cause of Sudanese independence (there is some truth in this)

*anrf,said that the denunciation would do great harm to the
Tarty, They would openly fight Egyptian propaganda and
actiqh would make the Umma attitude towards Egypt clear to

all the Sudanese, The Mahdi supported Siddik in this and
Abdullah Khalil remained silent,

/(b)
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SECRET

Khartoum telegram No.

-2-

to Foreign Office

(b) Cooperation among the supporters of independence*

The Mahdi said that the S.R.P. was primarily a creation of
the Sudan Government, that it now consists mainly of only a
few Nazirs and that the Sudan Government has only to tell, or
if necessary, order them to cooperate with the Umma and they will
do so*

(c) Assurance to Southerners that the British administrators
in the South would be able to remain for some time to come*

The Mahdi said he considered that this is a matter for
Parliament to consider v.'hen it is fonaed, and that nothing should
be I said before then, Siddik said that the Umma delegation
which toured the South found that the desire for prolongation of
British administrators' service is by no means universal among
the Southerners and that the Umma do not consider this to be a
point of great importance. Moreover, the Egyptians would regard
any assurance on this subject as a breach of the February agreement.

Continued in my immediately following telegram,

Foreign Office please pass to Cairo immediate as my telegram
No. 237.

[Repeated to Cairo J.

ADVANCE CO;'I':S
Prime Minister
Minister of State
Sir ',/. Strang
Private Secretary

Sir J, Bowker
Head of African Department

PPPP
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CONFIDENTIAL

J
FROM KHARTODM TO FOREIGN OFFICE
(Office of Governor General)

Cypher/OOP FOREIGN OFFICE AND WHITEHALL
DISTRIBUTION

D: 12 Noon June 17, 1953
R: 1.41 p.m. Juno 17* 1953

«o

No, 436
June 17, 1953

PRIORITY
CONFIDENTIAL

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 436 of June
Repeated for infonuation to Cairo.

Abdullah Khalil has reported that Neguib has delivered
to AM*̂ >ahi el-Fadil, who is still in Cairo, a letter
addressed to the President of the Umioa Party in which he
withdraws his last letter of May 22 and expresses the wish
to seek new means of satisfying the Uuuna on points at
issue between them.

2. Abdullah Khalil himself is not prepared to pay attention
to any further Egyptian approach of this sort and hopes that
the letter will not influence other misinformed leaders.
We must, however, expect it to strengthen the influence of
the section of Umma opinion which would like to give Neguib
one more chance, '

3. Please inform Governor General.

Foreign Office please pass Cairo Priority as my telegram
No. 232,

[ Repeated to Cairo] ,

JUN
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CONFIDENTIAL

The Prime Minister received S.A.R. on June 10.
I was present.

The Prime Minister told S.A.R. that we did not
think much of friends who were ashamed to admit their
friendship for us. If we were to co-operate to secure
Sudanese independence against Egyptian designs, we should
expect his newspapers at least to avoid a hostile attitude;
Saved Siddiq/ s recent statement supporting Egypt was I
particularly unfortunate, and he wondered how S.A.R. and
his supporters could complain of Egyptian "bad faith and, ;
in the same breath, say that they supported Egypt in "breaking
her treaty .with us. • .!

I

The Prime Minister went on to say that he understood
that the agreement "between the Umma and General Neguib had beoi
based on Neguib's solemn assurance that the Egyptian
Government would refrain from propaganda in the Sudan in
favour of unity. It was clear that, since the Anglo-
Egyptian Agreement of February, the Egyptians had in fact j
been carrying on an unbridled propaganda campaign in favour •
of unity, and they were subsidising the National Unity j
Party on a very large scale. The Prime Minister said that [
it would be a monstrous thing if we were to give the Sudan
its independence and, after all we had done, the Egyptians
were then to filch it away. We had no intention of
allowing that to happen. !

S.A.R. said that he intended to take steps on his
return to Khartoum to see that anti-British propaganda
by the Umma Party organs was damped down.

•V

June 16. 1953.

African Department (to enter)

Copies to:-

Sir W. Strang
Lord Reading
Mr. Nutting
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EL SUDAN EL GEDID (Nou-Party - Pro-Independence) (28/6/53).

El Sudanel Gedid scores a most important journalistic
triumph. Summary of discussions between Sir "'ineton
ShurchTll and S.A.R. - Has Gliurchill offered the throne
to S.A.R.? Great Britain expresses her determination

to protect Sudan's indep endence^

According to the paper's representative in foreign
diplomgtic circles (1) the following account is a resume of
the discussion that took place in London recently between
the British Prime Minister the Rt. Honourable Sir Winston
Churchill and El Sayed S.ir AbdelRahman el kahdi, Patron of
the Umma Party:- .

During his interview with S.A.R. Sir w'inston Churchill
looked happy end cheerful. He wes accompnnied "by L"r. oel'ryn
Lloyd; and El Spyed Ibrahim Ahmed interpreted for S.A.R. :

The conversation was lucid and frnnk; and Sir vV iris ton I
Churchill declared that Great Britain was all out for an
e?;rly general election and the setting up of self-government
as a preliminary step towards self-determination.

i
Great Britain, he said, has no ambition other then that

the Sudan maintains the bonds of frienc3ship which the British
have been promoting for the pact 50 years or so, and establish
diplomatic relations wit!1 Britain accordingly.

S.A.R. said in reply that the independent Sudan would
certainly show gratitude to all who did it service. It will
never let down any ally who helps it ±JB win its liberty.
TheSudan will see to it that good relationship exists between (,
it and the rest of the world, carrying on with progress in
all fields of human endeavour and joining the Arab League.

The Sudan would not be satisfied with anything less than
full independence.

Sir Winston then said that it was up to the Sudanese to
choose the form of government they liked although he believed
that monarchism would be best suited to the Orient; and
S.A.R. replied that monarchisrn war. a dying concern particularly
in the East and that it had outlived ita usefulness. It
would not therefore be advisable for the Sudan to sttrt its
independent career with a -rapidly diminishing politicGl system.

Already long-established monnrchisms have disappeared
and it was believed thet republicanism would be most"suitable
for the Sudan.

"This is all very well" remarked Sir //inston, "but in
view of my vast experience of the Wa^t end rny active

participation in the 'River War' and indeed my knorledfe of
the fv'.ahdi's record and that of his family I am of the opinion
that mon; rchism is better for the 3iK"au than Kepublicr nism".

/SA.R said



S.A.R. said: "The Mahdi8t history is well known and
the surviving members of the IV'ahdist family are capable of
occupying their rightful positions under any regime. It
would be in their interest to be elevated to high places
by sheer merit rather than by inheritance which the peoplemay one day avenge itself upon".

Sir Winston wound up the discussion by declaring
"You are free to choose what you rr̂ y and it is not our
intention to interfere rith your choice. Even the su.rp estion
that we vant the Sudpn to join the membership of the British
Commonvealth is untrue. We would welcome the Juden as a
friendly ally to whom we are willing to give all facilities
to protect her independence against the invador. V/e are
prepared to do all we crn in this respect ajid when our ally,
the Sudan, becomes a member of the Arab League we shall have
nothing to be afraid of. ,tfe shall be better able to
consolidate the policy of collaboration with 1,'iddle EasternStates".

These important deliberations were recorded and signedby Mr. Selwyn Lloyd.
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CONFIDENTIAL

FROM KHARTOUM TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cypher/OTP FOREIGN OFFICE AND
YfttlTEHALL DISTRIBUTION

Sir R. Howe ^OD" 5*32 p'm< May 25» 1955

No. 387 jgr
May 25, 1953 > ---R." 7.08 p.m. May 25, 1953

PRIORITY . . il i'> (s^^f V-• ^ .-;'
CONPIDEMTIAL

I b

Addressed to ..Foreign Office telegram No. 387 of May 25
Repeated for information to Cairo

| • !

My telegram No. 218 to Cairo.

A copy of Neguib's letter to the Umma party referred to in
paragraph 2 of that telegram has now been given confidentially
to Luce. The main points are as follows.

1. The mutual interests, of Sudan and Egypt require a common
policy for the division of the Nile waters to the benefit of the
two countries, a common economic policy and a common defence
policy to prevent any outside .interference in the above two
interests.

2. If the Sudan becomes independent the two countries will
have an agreed foreign policy which will safeguard the above
three interests,

3. If th> Sudan becomes united with Egypt each country will
deal with its internal affairs without interference from others,

but a joint Sudanese-Egyptian body will be set up to deal with
matters of common interest.

1. The difference between independence and unity is therefore
very slight.

5. The real menace to a satisfactory arrangement between
an independent Sudan and Egypt is British influence which is used
to poison the atmosphere and to foster suspicions between the
Sudanese and the Egyptians. . The greatest danger from the
British is their raising the bogey of Egyptian propaganda in the
Sudan.

/6. The





VISIT Oj?_ i>LAJUR 3ALEM

In his telegram number U9U, the Governor General

suggests that we should try to get the Egyptians to

lay off such propaganda stunts as a visit by Salem

would be, , adding that it might also help stave-off a
A

visit by Heguib, of which there has been some talk, •

September being the suggested date.

2. The Governor General argues that the visit would

be inconsistent with the Anglo/Kgyptian Agreement,

because its purpose would be to intervene in the political

situation. «Ve should have great difficulty in

sustaining this argument since the Egyptians would

naturally not admit that this was the purpose of the visit.

v'/e cannot argue that ministerial visits as such are

inconsistent with the Agreement, since the Minister of

State has made a visit since it was signed.

3. On the other hand, Egyptian behaviour over the

Sudan in the last week or two has been particularly ;

objectionable. They have not only been awkward about

' the appointment of Mr. Riches as alternate member of the
'&LS/VQ/1 » '
/ Commission, but have made very provocative statements

on this subject and on the subject of the Sudan generally
2
' (see especially Cairo telegram number 1120 at J1S 1051/60U)

On the specific issue of Riches, the Egyptian Minister of

y • Foreign Affairs has refused to agree explicitly that

the Egyptian Government does not claim a right to veto

even when we have offered to suggest another name, (the

present position is that Sir Laurence Grafftey-Smith

is flying to Khartoum on August 6 to take part in a

Commission meeting).

14. »Ve therefore have very good reason to make some

demonstration of our disapproval of this kind of v

behaviour/
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behaviour. We cannot hope to reach an amicable arrangement

simply by asking the Egyptians to agree to abstain from

propaganda visits by Egyptian Ministers. > What wey fqy*- do is

instruct Mr. Jlankey to inform the Egyptian Government that
$

we TUTU regard such. visits as inconsistent with the spirit

of the Agreement; to say that for our part we have no

intention of engaging in such propaganda stunts; and that

unless the plan for the visit is withdrawn, we. must consider

what further steps to take.;

5. The possible further steps would be: -

(a) for the Governor General to refuse to allow
tf^Jiufcu.'

Salem to $MS&ft This would be very drastic, but

is worth considering. The arguments against it — *

which seem to be decisive- are that it would provoke

a major crisis and probably spoil any chances of

the defence discussions succeeding, and that we

would get little support in the Budan (we should

be accused of "provoking" the Egyptians).
JW us &

(b) Utf/ stemrW riposte in the Egyptian iiyle by publicly

denouncing the behaviour of the Egyptian Government* 'Ai- Cf^i^v

that their action in refusing to issue the

decree appointing Mr. Riches, and this projected

visit by Major a al era .$W4 demonstrations of their

unwillingness to keep to the terms of the Agreement,

and that they have been informed that this Y&S our view.

Paradoxically, this course, though seemingly ineffective

might bring us dividends in the Sudan, If̂  at the

same time we could persuade the Umma to object to

the visit and to refuse to have anything to do with

Salem, it would help us a great deal,

6. In the meantime-, the Acting J^eretary of 3 Cute has directed

that we should seek u'r. Hs'jkoy's vis.va. The Department

therefore/
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therefore recommend that the above considerations

should be borne in mind when we have Mr. Hankey ' s

comments.

7. A draft telegram is attached,**

August i+j 1953.
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FOliKJON OFPICS, a

July 29, 1953.

la conversation with Allen* Luce has mentioned
a discussion with Sayed Ali el Mirghani in which the
latter brought up the subject of the article in the
newspaper "Sudan el Qadld'1 \fhere it was alleged that
the Prime Minister had pressed Sayed Abdul Rahman el Mahdl
to make himself King of the Sudan. Luce thought that this
story and other similar rumoure which were current in the
Sudan were having a harmful effect on the cause of
independence, and that it would be useful if sume means
could toe deviced of countering them*

It is not possible of course for Her Majesty's
Government to put out official denials of rumours current
in the Suian, but I think that something might be done in
the following way. Whan you see Sayed All, you could refer
to his conversation with Luce and assure him that the
question of the form of government in an Independent Sudan
was not discussed at all between 3 A ft and the Prime Minister*
The subject did come up at a meeting between SAR and Mr.
Selwyn Lloyd: on this occasion, the Minister of State
repeated what was said to SAH by Mr* Eden a year ago -
that It was for the Oud&neee to decide, if they chose
independence, what the form of their Government would be,
and said that the Sudanese Parliament, when it was elected,
would be able to give aome indication of their viewa.

If this looked into the local press (and it might to»
well to arrange that it should) SAR could not complain,
since it is on accurate statement of what toolc place
between him and the Minister of atate, and since he has
not claimed himself thut the subject was discussed between
him and the Prime Minister.

I leave it to you to judge whether it would be helpful
for you to toJce this step*

ri STRANG.
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-AMBITIONS

In conversation with Mr. Allen, ivlr. Luce has

reputed that when he wet 3AM before leaving Khartoum,

th(££ latter spent tiie whole time talking Sudanese •

politics - Tor the first time in Mr. Luce's experience.

kVhat seemed to have stirred him into this unusual

departure was a newspaper article (and rumours circulating

around the same theme) alleging that the Prime Minister

had told SAH that he was in favour of a Mahdist

monarchy in the 3udan. Sayed Ali professed not to

believe the stories himself, but said that they would be

taken by his followers as evidence that they were right

in believing that Her majesty's Government were on the

sioe of the Mahdists and against the Khatmia.

2. Sayed Ali told /Jr. Luce that he favoured a

republic and independence. He said all the Sudanese

wanted independence - when they talked about unity, they

meant some kind of arrangement with Egypt, but not a

ciudan ruled by iigypt. lie thought .that if it were clear

that the Mahdi family had abandoned their monarchical

pretentions, it would influence his followers in favour

of the independence side. Mr. Luce thinks this is true,

though it is unlikely that Sayed Ali himself will come

out into the open.

3. The present position seems to be that the Uniraa

Executive has decided in favour of a statement favouring

a republic, but that the question is to be submitted

to a general party meeting. .Siddik has coaunitted

himself/

pt

pr

pent/
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himself to this publicly in.a statement to a Khartoum

newspaper.

U. Mr. Luce thought it would be useful for Her Majesty's

Government to counteract the rumours of which Sayed Ali

complained, and the attached draft letter from bir William

Strang to Sir Robert Howe suggests a means of doing so

which has been discussed with uLr. Luce.

It may be that S.A.R. read more into the

Minister of State's personal remarks during his

interview vjith him than -was warranted. But the

fact remains that neither1 records of the interview

viith the Prime Minister mentions the subject of the

Monarchy, and I agree that action on the lines

proposed mould be useful. .

,1 v

A-y
July 2J4. 1955.

J
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them through the provision of wording capital.
(Riches letters to Allen 10311/10/53 oi' 18ta May and1st June).

When invitations were being distributed for
the celebrations of the 23rd an iSjyptian toured parts
of Equatoria touting for acceptances with promises of
money. He is also reported to have tried to get a
Police Sergeant I.Iajor to go to Cairo with promises
that his pay would be doubled if he did so.

An Army Officer has been put into the Office
of the Egyptian Economic Expert in Khartoum. His
functions are not yet known but the Cnief Staff Officer
Egyptian Troops is the main channel for Eayptian
Government activity, so this appointment is significant.

The local "Sudan El Gedid" paper, previously
notorious for it's independent line has since the
middle of the month made a volte face and declared
for union with Egypt. This coincides with the return
from Cairo of the Editor Ahmed Yousif Hashim and the
supposition is that he has been bought.
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<DVERNOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

KHARTOUM.

28th July, 1953.

SECRET.
INDEXED

I forward to you a further periodical
resume of Egyptian propaganda. Tne Umma know all
about this but there is still a section of the party
unwilling to go too far in open attach on the Egyptians,

2. There seems to be a good deal of local
opinion very critical of tae lac^ of reaction from the
United Kingdom to the iigyptian attacks publisned in
press and radio, wnere tney concern Britain or snow
an attitude over Sudanese affairs contrary to the
undertaking in the Agreement to preserve "a free and
neutral atmosphere".

3. It is a fact tnat since about the middle
of the month the Urnma press has published a series of
articles criticising in moderate tones the N.U.P. and
Egyptian policies:-

July 12th
July Ihth
July 21st

July 26th
July 27th
July 28th

"Salah Salem1s good offices".
"What we hold against tne N.U.P.".
"We are fed up with these
manoeuvres".
"What do the Unionists want now".
"Unblemished independence".
Comment by Abdulla Bey Khalil on
Salah Salem1s statement at Alexandria
on the 9th.

The Umma have also begun to issue a
pamphlet called "Independence Movement Letters". No. 1
was headlined "We claim full independence for the Sudan".
It appeared in English and Arabic from the Tamaddon Press
and No. 2 is appearing shortly.

U. I am sending copies of this letter and
the enclosure to Duke at Cairo and Bill Davies in London
and will pass copies to Miches here.

J. W. Km RICK.

p. /m
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TRIAD NOT::: otr EGYPTIAN PROPAGANDA IH
THJ 3UDAM SIKCJS THE AGaiSSI/ISNT

OP. P3BRUA3Y, 1953.

This third note covers tae period since
20th April, 1953 (when the last note was written)
until the end of July 1953. It should "be read with
the knowledge that the Urania Party, during tnis period,
have protested to the Egyptian leaders against their,
campaign in the Sudan, and have received assurances
that Egypt intended to remain neutral and would not
try to influence the Sudanese in their choice of
political party or future status.

i
It can not "be said that there has "been any

abatement in Egyptian propaganda, nor was this to "be
expected.

2. Methods used in Egypt. > i

(1) Public statements "by politicians, in
particular Major Salah Salim, vmose utterances seem
to "be beyond tne control of the Regime have continued
to claim that Egypt's aim is to clear Britis/x. influence
out of the Sudan and that Britain is determined to ,
prevent this "by sabotaging tae February Agreement. I

An example of recent c.ate was ais statement
at Alexandria oa July yta. A topical quotation follows;- ,
"All that concerns us is taat there should be a free \
Sudan or, in other words, a Sudan over waich there is
no foreign Britian influence. Should we (Egypt or the
Sudan) unite and this influence exist it would be
useless. The Sudanese people would not be able to
develop and would continue to be humiliated, poor and
weak. They will be a burden on us and we shall be a
burden on them. It is not a question of being connected
or separated, as was said in the past. All we want is
to help them to remove the nightmare of Imperialism.
Once this is done they will realise where taeir interests
lie and they will certainly realise that their interests
lie with us".

The rest of his statement was devoted to
showing that fantastic agricultural prospects existed
in the Sudan, were not being developed Jby the British'
but would be developed by the Egyptians if the two
countries united.

(2) Cairo Radio continued to broadcast lies
and malicious rumours specifically directed gt the
Sudan through it's "Sudan Corner" programme directed
by Tewfik Ahmed el Bakri (Cairo chancery letter No.
1686/9/539 to the African Department dated 20th June 1953).

(3) The Middle East News Agency C9ntinued to ;
collect news items from their Khartoum Agents which,
inaccurately conceived or maliciously altered, then
appear in the Egyptian Press and are later ouoted in
the local vernacular press. Many examples can be seen
in the Akhar Sa'a. Issue No. 114. of lijta April, I9i>3
of El Tahrir is a fla'̂ raat example. Tae Aaram of July



carried the news "England "buys the Mahdi's
cotton for 5 million pounds more than the prevailing
prices". No attempt of course is ever made to check
facts in the appropriate official quarters. .

The propaganda approach by inviting
Sudanese to Cairo as guests of the Government continued
and reached a crescendo for the celebrations of July
23rd. On May 10th Chief Jambo and two Southern
Sudanese ex-Egyptian Majors were met at the airport
in Cairo by General Neguib himself and a number of
Ministers. They were accommodated in special hotels,
allotted special cars, feted, and encouraged to record
anti-British and anti-Sudan Government statements which
were recorded for broadcast from "Sudan Corner" and
given wide publicity in the Egyptian Press. A case
came to light in Baur-el-Ghazal Province showing that
young Southern boys had been enticed to Cairo, given
money and clothes tnere, taugnt to hate the British and
then returned to their southern province to sow dissension.

Recently taere were over 100 boys from
Omdurman non-Government schools touring Cairo and
Alexandria at the expense of tne Egyptian Government.

For tae celeorations of July 23rd large
numbers of invita Lions were sent out to practically
all the tribal leaders and a number of Government
Officials, without reference to the Sudan Government
(Governor-General's telegram No. 2U3 of 1st July to
Cairo). They were entertained at tue public expense,
and an opportunity was taicen at a reception for trie
International Press, to use statements by a N.U.P.
Sudanese Doctor serving in the South and some disgruntled
Southerners, to discredit Britain and the British element
of the Sudan Administration (Cairo telegram No. 1097 to
the Foreign Office).

i

3. Methods used in the Sudan.

(1) There were no glaring examples of tours
by prominent Egyptians of Ministerial level during the
period under review.

(2) The existing Egyptian agencies were however
active. The Egyptian Irrigation Department for example
carried out a purge in Malakal of all staff suspected
of being sympathetic to the Sudan Administration.
Egyptian Irrigation Department Officials also toured
the South with the N.U.P. electioneering delegation.
On the 23rd July the E.I.D. in i.:alakal organised
festivities which included an uriautaorised procession,
which shouted "Long live Unity of the Kile Valley"
outside the Governor's Office, and a play, to wuich
the public had been invited, wnicu symbolised trie Unity
of Egypt and the Sudan.

In Dueim tne two Egyptian. Ramadam preachers
departed from tueir religious briefs to praise Neguib
and to attacK tue Britisn and tne Americans.

A so-called Egyptian Agricultural Company
arrived on May 10th and toured tue Blue Nile Province.
This is a dangerous move designed to penetrate tae
Nile Pump agricultural schemes by gaining control of
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y. TOP SECRET

FROM KHARTOUM TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cypher/OTP , DEPARTMENTAL DISTRIBUTION

Sir R, Howe
No. 478 D: 11.00 a.m. July 15, 1953
July 15, 1953 R: 1.16 p.m. July itf, 1953

PRIORITY
TOP SECRET

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 478 of July 15.
Repeated for information to Cairo.

My telegrams Nos. 470 and 4727

In conversations with Luce on July 12 and myself today,
the Mahdi discussed the present political situation and, in
particular, Umma relations with the British.

2. He said that as regards Umma relations with Egypt we must
now wait for a month to see if Egypt carries out her latest
promises. If she does not, the Umma will take action described
in paragraph 2 of my telegram No. 472 and the way will be clear
for open cooperation with the British.

3. The Mahdi agreed that if Egypt does carry out her promises,
the situation will have changed, but he emphasized strongly that
cooperation by Umma and the British will still be essential to the
cause of independence. The Egyptians have set up a strong
propaganda organisation in the Sudan and this will be able to
continue to function and must continue to be fought, and this
requires funds. The Mahdi pointed out that he had spent large sums
of his own money in the past years in support of Umma and
independence, but he is now in financial difficulties and cannot
afford to help them adequately. If Her Majesty's Government mean
what they say about supporting the cause of independence, this is
the time to prove it by giving him practical assistance.

4* As regards cooperation between the pro-independence parties,
the M&hdi said that it would be a mistake to have any close agree-
ment between the Umma and S.R.P. as this would drive Khatmia away
from the latter party, but he thought it might be possible to reach
some understanding whicĵ weuld reduce the conflict between the two
parties.

•̂ R _ fffcte.

/ 5* Regarding assurances .*,
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TOP SECRET

Khartoum telegram Mo. 478 to Foreign Office
- 2 - • "

5. Regarding assurances to the Southerners, the Mahdi said
that recent Uinraa delegation to the South had found that only
a section of the Southerners are anxious that British
Administrators should remain beyond the three year period.
However, if the Southerners when they come to parliament show
a strong wish for this and if they are cooperating in the cause
of independence, he thought Urama would support them.

6. Siddik el Mahdi will arrive in London on July 23 in
connexion with cotton sales but will also certainly want to
discuss matters mentioned in paragraph 3 above. Luce will
arrive on July 21 and will bring ray views on the subject.

7. Salah Salea's visit to Khartoum has been cancelled.

Foreign Office pass priority to Cairo as ray telegram
No. 252,

[Repeated to Cairo].

DISTRIBUTED TO:

African Department
News Department

JLLU1^̂ TP̂ T̂ T̂ ^
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PROM lai/lHTOTIM TO FORKCT OFVTCB

Cypher/OTP FOREIGN OFFICE AND ;

T/IIITMALL DISTORTION

Sir R, Howe
Wo. 172 D. i.30 p.m. July 9, 1953
July 9, 1953 R. 6.59 p.m. July 9, 1953

SECRET ^., - /f^

Your telegram No. 688.
_ „ I .-̂

You will now have seen my telegram No. " ' 1 0

2. The present situation is that Egypt has given the
assurances requested by Umma and the latter will wait about
three weeks to observe the practical results. If these are
not satisfactory to Umma, they have assured us that without
further ado they- will declare publicly that Egypt has broken
her agreement with them, and launch an all-out campaign
against the Egyptians and the N.U.P, In my view, .
we could rsgard these conditions as satisfactory.

3. If the Egyptian assurances are carried to the
satisfaction of Umma, a new situation, as you say in your
telegram under reference, will be created and we shall then
have to consider what form of collaboration with Umma will be
possible and appropriate. I can only repeat that, in spite
of your clear statement to the Mahdi in London, he is unlikely
to agree that personal assistance to him will have become
Inappropriate.

JU The danger is that Egypt will now play down her
propaganda and bribery sufficiently to avoid a break with
Umma, but leave herself free to start again nearer the
elections, when any strong Umma reaction would have less tine to
take effect. '

5. Salah Salem1 s visit may also be an important factor. *
Should he succeed in patching the unity of the Sudanese parties,
however artificial and temporary, any question of close
cooperation with Umma would, I consider, have to be
abandoned*

666666
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\ " ^ ' FRQi JKHARTCTGj TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cypher/OTP , FOREIGN OFFICE AND
MITEiIALL DISTRIBUTION

Sir JR. Howe
Ho*.470 D. i.20 p.m. July 7, 1953
July 7, 1933 R. 6.02 p.m. July 7, 1953

^

A(Mr.gsp?d to Foreign Office telegram Ho. j,.70 of July 7.
Repeated for information to Cairo.

On returning from Cairo, Abdulla Khalil reports that he found
Neguib, Sal ah Saleia and other Egyptians in a more amenable and
subdued mood than aitlierto. Salah Salem admitted that Egypt had
been helping the N.U.P. but assured Abdulla Khalil that this would
now all cease and that the Uiajaa would very soon have clear proof
of this.

2. Abdulla Khalil replied that he was glad to hear this, but
emphasized that the Uiaaa would require positive evidence of
Egyptian good intentions. If this was not forthcoming in the very
near future, the Unuaa would take other action without further
reference to Egypt.

3. The Uc-uoa now intend to wait about three weeks to judge the
effect of the Egyptian assurances.

4. Abdulla Khalil ascribes this apparent change in the Egyptian
attitude to three facters:

(a) The fins line taken by the Umaa delegation to Cairo in
. April,

(b) A growing awareness tliat many N.U.F* leaders are self-
seekers of little worth, who have given the Egyptians auch
false information about the situation in the Sudan,

(c) Nervousness about the future of the present regime in
i»'gyp* (opposition from the 1/afd and the universities was1

particularly mentioned by Neguib),

5. Jieguib said that he would favour real independeace for...
the Sudan with treaty relations to safeguard the Mutual interest

/of the
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of the two countries, but he could not possibly say this publicly
now as it would strengthen the hands of his enemies too greatly.

6. Salah Solera is reported to be flying to Khartoum on July 11,
with the main object of trying to bring Sayed Ali Mirghani and
The MaMi closer together and to revive unity between the Sudanese
parties.

Foreign Office pass to Cairo as my telegram No.

[Repeated to Cairo].

o-o-o-
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Office of the United Kingdom
Trade Commissioner,

P.O.Box 801,
Khartoum.

llth May, 1953. '

*&-

nJ/ "*•<(*: rj

on
I have founO

my return to K
• ther more pessimistic atmosphere

There is a feeling that
pro-unity propaganda i'ia; need by the Egyptians is
"making headway" though no one is willing to commit
himself to what this means in concrete terjiiu. But a
general increase in the strength of the If. II. P. in the
country proportionately increases the importance of the
south to all parties, and it seems.; that the recent activities
of Ahmed-ew-Sayid on behalf of the W.U..H. in the south
have 'been more successful than observers, including the
Umma, had expected. It is this au much as anything else
that has happened recently that has induced the Umma's
present feeling of apprehension.

2. The general a ttitude of the 'Drama Party remains the
problem. They talk of having Inicl down the lav; to

and of being willing to 'break if lie refuses to
give them the guarantees they want, and Sayid Abdur Rahman
himself has suggested full co-operation with H.!\'.G, But
they - or at least the majority of the leaders who matter -
regain curiousl;- reluctant to abandon the ho^ e that Keguib
does perhaps represent a'nev; type of honest Egyptian with
whom durable agreements can be made. V/hile in the
background is the constant fear that what Kgypt has
re ently given Egypt can also' take nv/ay: .she can denounce
her agreement to v/aive her insistence on sovereignty and
to grant self-government and self -de termination to the
Sudanese, and engineer a boycott of the elections by the N.U. P.

3. The Umma leaders have saitl in confidence that this
time they v.lll not be deceived and that if within a month
or so ti'ere are not obvicu/? indications thot the Egyptians
are sincerely wilJ ing to carry out f.i:a agreement to abstain
from propaganda ti">ey will break wit'i ^Igypt* But on
present indication;:'; \vhcn t^at time eo:;es I fear that there
will inevitably be a move in favour of giving Egypt 'mother
chance. r.-eanwhile, 'oreGumcvbly an a poncon.itant of the
continuing ncgoti' tions v/itl'i i.reguib the Ui - U i f i prens
ostentatiously maintains a balance a:;; between* Egypt and
Britain, At ,ack;j on Egyntian pro :af -ando. are accompanied
by earnings that I'rituin (and specii ica.lly my office)
should not try a.ad emulate Egypt in thin resr>ect. while a
.recent article- professed to find pro-con ;: c>nv.re:.ilth
pro'i:>aganda juat an active and objection? ble as the ' nro-unity
variety. Sayid Seddik hos himself carefully explained to
me how he rebutted Keguib' a. charge t; at lie was pro-British!

I am sending a copy of this letter to C"iro.

Ulen Esq.. , 'C.l.'.G. .
African Dopartment,

Foreign Office,

(l>.i\i.H. Riches)
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FROM KHARTOUM TO FOREIGN-OFFICE

Cypher/OTP P R I S E C

Sir R, Howe D. 7.U p.m. May 6, 1953
No. 34.0 R. 9.07 p.m. May 6, 1953
May 6, 1953

PRIORITY
CONFIDENTIAL

Following personal for Prime Minister

I saw Sayed Abdul Rahman El Mahdi yesterday and the
Secretary-General of U.M.M.A. party today who gave me a
full account of their party delegation's visit to Neguib
to complain of Egyptian propaganda and bribery. The delegates
had taken a strong line with Neguib who pleaded not guilty and
put the blame on his subordinates. The delegates had pressed
Neguib to make a statement to the effect 'that he would prefer
an independent Sudan to unity of the Nile valley brought about
by improper means, A reply had been received from Neguib but
was not considered satisfactory and a further approach is being
made to Cairo,

2. S.A.R. said that he v/ould use all his resources to
combat Egyptian activities here and hoped he would be supporter!
by us and by Her Majesty's Government. They v/ould wait a little
to see if the Egyptians would mend their ways. If they did
not Abdullah Khalil said the party would denounce the agreement
with the-"Egyptions, boycott elections^and take steps to see
that the elections could not be carried out. They v/ould prefer
to go back to the situation before the Anglo-Egyptian Agreement
and put off self-determination for years under our protection.

3. SfA..R. said that Egyptians had suggested that the money
came from Sayed Ali Mirghani. S.A.R. did not think this a
possible answer, but he did accuse his rival of openly
supporting the Egyptian aims and using his position as a
religious leader for political purposes. The Administration
should withdraw their support from S.A.M. and British officials
should throw their weight behind the U.M.M.A. party wherever
possible.

Please see my immediately following telegram.

[Copies sent to the Prime Minister],

K K K K
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FROM KHARTOUM.TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cypher/OIF P R I S E..C

Sir R. Howe D. 6.53 p.m. May 6, 1953.
No. 511. R. 8.25 p.m. May 6, 1953.
May 6, 1953.

PRIORITY .
CONFUMTTIAL

Personal for Prime Minister.

My immediately preceding telegram.

Abdulla Khalil's ideas on future action by the Umma party
if the Egyptians fail to mend their ways, should not be taken
necessarily to represent the views of the party as a whole.
He is not in the innermost counsels of the Party and is less
close to Sayed Abdul Rahman El Mahdi than some of its other
leaders.

2* Sayed Abdul Rahman El Kahdi's accusations against Sayed
Ali Mirghani are a familiar gambit. In fact there is no more
evidence now than in the past, that he is supporting Egypt and
his views on the future of the Sudan are as enigmatical as ever.
His guiding principle continues to be fear and hatred of Sayed
Abdul Rahman El Hahdi and Kahdist ambitions.

3. In my opinion we must be very cautious about giving our
obvious support to Sayed Abdul Rahman El Mahdi and Umma before
they decide to come out into the open over their attitude to
Egypt. As long as they try to maintain a fagade of friendliness
with Egypt they will disown us when any activities of ours
embarrass them with the Egyptians. But an open break with Egypt
would put new life into the pro-independence elements in the
country and would open the door to firmer and more effective
support from us.

[Copies sent to the Prime Minister].

CCCCC
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KHARTQUM,
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20th April, 1953.

j^RSO'TAL v, SECRET.

Dear

With reference to o.ur telegram No. 297
I enclose a note on the methods of propaganda used
"by the Egyptians since the February Agreement.

2. It makes no mention of money because
v/e have so far not "been able to obtain positive
proof of its use, but the circumstantial evidence,
is so strong, and it is so much a matter of
common knowledge, that there can be no doubt whatever
that large sums of Egyptian money are being used in
support of the N. U. P. .

3. I am sending a copy of this letter and
enclosure to Greswell in Cairo.

Yours
r

(\'l. H. Luce)

R. Allen, Esq.. , C1IG. ,
The Foreign Office,

LOHD01J. S. W. 1.
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(b) Branches of new Egyptian Organisations are "being opened,
for example: the Misr Bank, \jhich has wide commercial
interests, and the Red Creooent Organisation, The latter is
distributing largesse to the poor in Omdurman.

3, Egyptian Army Activity.
Examples:

(a) The attendance of Egyptian officers at Congress
Club and H. U. P. meetings and celebrations.
(b) The interference in politics of senior officers,
v.rho are used as a channel to the Sudanese parties for the
delivery of messages, instructions, and probably money,
(c) After the official celebrations parade on February
lUth the Egyptian Army encouraged crowds of demonstrators
shouting "Long live llogulb" and "Unity of the Nile", and
carried them in their military trucks through the streets of
Khartoum, from the Secretariat, v/here the parade took place,
back to their barracks*
(d) The provision by tho .\rray to the cinemas of the
main towns of the "Liberation film".
(e) The opening by tho x̂ yptian Array of a Public
Affairs Office in Khartoum.
(f) The incident of the presentation to General Hegulb
of an S.D.F, Badge (Bee Uorrlo1 letter to Leftward dated
16*14.53).'
(g) The disregard of Air Navigation Regulations by
Egyptian Air Force, low flying, etc.

i
U. The Egyptian Glut). '

The Club haa a prominent site in Khartoum and for
cone time has allowed lectures with anti-British tinge to
be given to v/hich the public are invited. More recently
it has entertained tribal leaders, etc* going through to
Egypt (see A.U* above) and has shown them films of Heguib
being Idolised by the Cairo mo'b.

5. Various.. .o$her_TPrQpagandadevices.
These are well planned and widespread.

Examples:
(a) The holding of an Egyptian art exhibition last
month, and the intention to hold some form of industrial
exhibition shortly.
(b) The provision of liberation flags in large quantity
after the signing of the agreement, for free distribution
and sale in the shops. These flags v/ere flown down from
Cairo by military aircraft.
(o) The provision of a small Unity lapel badge for
distribution*
(d) It is reported that radio recording apparatus is to
be sent to the Sudan bo record statements by pro-̂ cyr'tlan
Sudanese for transmission from Cairo Radio.
(e) There io an Increase in visits by Egyptian students,
scouts, schoolgirlo, etc.
(f) /3-Sffe eubtle move to catch the ambitious has been the
appointment of Sudanese to the post of Governor, As\7an, as
Deputy to Director of tho Azhar, and to the Under-Secretaryshij
for Sudanese Affaire. The U. D.1*1, is attacked by the offer
of appointments and promotion in the Egyptian Army to S. D. P.
officers if they leave the Force.; and some retired S.D.F.
officers have been so treated.
(g) The sending to the Sudan for distribution iacctfeH
thTaugn the Egyptian Army of portraits of General Negulb,
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1. I have taken copies of the enclosure.

2. I wish I could be encouraging and make some useful suggestions
for following the example of Egypt. Except for one or two
comparatively minor measures we cannot compete with the Egyptians
who are prepared to concentrate everything they have got in winning
over the Sudan. If they had been clever they would have done all
these things long ago. They have eveiy advantage in being a
neighbouring country with a common bond (at any rate as far as the
chief political centres in the Sudan are concerned) of a common
language and religion. The following are uiy detailed observations
on the enclosure to this letter.

A.
1. If our Ministers were prepared to make speeches about the Sudan
they would receive just as much publicity as those of the Egyptian
military junta. If Egypt publishes the threatened Red Book, we will
do our beat to discredit it, but it will be widely read and believed
because it will be interestingly scurrilous.

2. Cairo Radio,
heard

I have no doubt that this will be one of the best
tations in. the Sudan, and therefore one of the most widely

listened to. The best counter is an improvement in Radio Ckudunuaiu
We are shortly to discuss the possibilities with the Sudan Public
Relations Officer. The B.B.C. Arabic service and Sharq. el Adtia have

M1915 43677
/been



been asked to pay particular attention, to the Sudan in their
pro gramme a.

3« The kiddie Kast Ifews Agency. This is a comparatively tie\v
project which, .*&» I suspect, toa beea set up largely as a rival to
the Arab Kews Agency. The latter are going to establish an office as
soon as possible in Khartoum (whei-e they already have a correspondent
I have asked those concerned to investigate the possibilities of
sabotaging the M.TC.1T.A. which-has now started operating (so far not
very effectively) all over the kiddle East from a base in Cairo.

!»•• Invitations to the Sudanese. Yfe cannot compete here vrith the
Egyptians who can offer Arabic speaking Hoslem Sudanese any amount
of palatable fax-e comparatively close at hand, Me have of course an
official Sudanese Delegation coming; to the Coronation and I uudersta
that the Sudanese Government are themselves setiding at their own
expense a party of about 3^ Sudanese to the Coronation as well. This
Department is arranging a month's tour in the United Kingdom for thre
parties of four Sudanese journalists or others of similar status who
are in a position to influence public opinion during the course of
this year.

B.
1. I do not imagine that one of ->ur Ivinlrvters would wish to stuwp
the Sudan making speeches. Ke, would in any case be under the
disadvantage of not speaking in Arabic which is essentially an
oratorical language. I think, however, that roiue time befoi-e the.
Sudanese elections it might be a very good plan, to have a ministeria
statement here which would be publicised -'in thi. Sudan and which would
clearly state the themes which we wish put over to the Sudanese,

2. The establishment of our Trade Commissioner's Office in Khartomn
may do something to offset the effect of the many Egyptian offices
in the Sudan. The British olT-'ee is already being severely criticise 1
in the Egyptian and Sudanese pres;; (including worst of all a Sudanese
pro-independence paper) and we should take opportunities of calling
the attention of the Sudanese to the activities of the Egyptian
offices.

3» Anr^ Activity;, I do not think that the British Axviy is in a
position to conduct similar propaganda. It looks to rue as if it
would now suit us best from the propaganda point of view for the
forces of both Britain and Egypt to withdraw-g^^, g£* C«**X<H» ,

\. TCfcyj;i tian Club« I do not think that anything similar in the way
of an Anglo-Sudanese Society would work. It is just possible that
we might get soinething like the old Brotherhood of j?reedom going in
the Sudan and we are putting this suggestion to 1-r. llichea. We canno
compete over (a), (b) and (c). As rei-'r-'V, (fl) the best thing would
be for pxo-independence Sudanese to broadcast as raunh as possible on
Radio Umdunuan. I should have thought that the move- in (f) of
appointing Sudanese to senior Egyptian posts might be undermined by
suggesting that such Sudanese might well loose their nationality
later.

To sum up the Egyptians have a positve aim in view , the winning
over of the Sudan to unity with .lilg;.rpt and ax*e conet:ntz-ating everythir
on this. Yfe on the other hand only wish to see the Sudanese
independent. We are pretty certain chat this will be their choice
if they are left free to decide, YJe can only go on doing our best
to expose the emptiness of Egyptian proud.sea and to extol the
advantages of independence.

(C.F.U. hui





Minutes.

A V I

If we have t r juble in Kgypt, the
situation may so develop that we shall
authorise the Governor-General to take
phsycial action to atop j^ypt ian activities.
t!'e must at present, however, provide for a
situation ip&hich this is not happening.

2. Our object is to persuade the Sudanese
that independence is beat for them; that
they can be independent ; that we will
support them in getting their independence;
and, subsequent ly , if they need it. The
corollary of this is that vye. wan t to moke
the Sudanese pro-independence elements see
that they must now be primarily responsible
for asking for*what they want ; we can only
back them up. It follows we do not want to
get in front of them rather than behind.
At the moment they ore concentrat ing on
attacking ^t:;yoti. n activities in the Sudan.
They will not succeed in stopping them, and
they are pretty sure of this themselves,, but
for the time being we would probably do more
harm than good by too rapid an expansion of
onr activities; we m:;ght lay ourselves open
to the accusation that, for nil our talk of
independence, we were obviously seekin£ to
extend our hold rather than to withdraw.
in pursuit of their present tactico, the
Umma Party might take up the sane cry.

3. '/e hope this is a
and that the Ua.aa will
the open against the '̂

temporary situation,
soon cotne out into

. but at tliu
moment the best thing seems^to let the
Informat ion Office work itself in with the
job of projecting Britain. This need not
stop us planning for an extension of
activities later. The d i f f icu l ty I see
about having a special commission of ex-oudan
Government people is that whilst they would
be valuable 1'or supplying information, I am
not convinced that their advice on the. k i n d
of propaganda approach required would be
sound. They themselves would have n,_ , doubts
about this, and would expect their advice, to
be taken. "»'e might therefore spend more
time shooting down suggestions based on a
picture of the Sudan as it no longer exi
than in getting anything useful out of tb
The Sudan political service have been
excellent administrators, but on the whol
poor politicians. (This is a sweeping
generalisation of course: but .Arthur Gait
for example, was never altogether popular
wi th the political service on account of

stny ebrdetermination to. push ahead, and
of, the Sudanese e f fend iya ) . -viy f r a n k
opinion is that iar. Dearden 'u experience
the birth-pangs of prematurely-delivered
Arab states in Libya and Jordan will be
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nore relevant to his task than a l ifet ime's
ervice in the Sudanese districts. It is

unhappily a fact that very few of the ex-Sudan
Government people who went to Libya were
able to adapt themselves to changed condition
there and I think their advice on propaganda
would suffer from similar mental inhibitions.
vVe can, of course, always get advice on
specific questions from a variety of authori-
tative sources - the Sudan Agency or Sir James
Robertson, for example. „•

(W.
iVla.y

Morris"*
IJi, 1953.
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FR01.I CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE

En clair

Mr. Hankey
No. 11:19.
August 5, 1953

.FOREIGN OFFICE AND WJTEJTALL
DISTRIBUTION

D. 6.50 p.m. August 5, 1953
R. 8.26 p.m. August 5, 1953

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 1H9 of August 5
Repeated for information to Khartoum

and Saving to Paris B.K.E.O.
Washington

Commenting on a report published in Al Ahram of August i
to the effect that Britain had annexed parts of the Southern
Sudan to Uganda, General Neguib stated that this was not the
only violation of the Sudan's integrity "by the British. About
50 years apo they had leased a considerable area of Bahrel
Gazal province to Belgium and they had also had certain regions
annexed to Eritrea, the"French colonies and to Uganda. Neguib
described this action as robbery.~"~~""

2. Asked for their views "Sudanese leaders", unnamed, now in
Egypt, stated that they .would-not allow this transgression
to pass unchallenged and that, as soon as a national government
hr.d been formed, steps v/ould be taken to annul any such
illegal disposal of Sudanese territory. tO

Foreign Office please pass Khartoum as my telegram No. 269
and to Paris and Washington as my Saving tele groans Nos. 320
and 266 respectively.

[Repeated to Khartoum and Saving to Paris and Washington],

K -K K K
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I do not think, we need follow up the
accusa t ions . It is a typical piece of K

se

and its' onl;; iniuortance is that
should have taken it up in thisGeneral Ileguib

w a y . The instances referred to must be
frontier rectifications during the course of
demarcat ion of the Sudan ' s f ront iers with other
terr i tor ies : the I,ado enclave was eventually
r e t u r n e d by the i'el.Kians to the .Judan. If a
ouclane:;e "national Government" is to begin its
i n t e rna t i ona l career by r e f u s i n g to recognise
in te rna t iona l agreements on the f ron t i e r s of the
Sudan , it will be away to a f ly ing start.

2. I surest that in publ ici ty vve should ignore
the detai ls of this speech as far as possible and
if necessary point out that the boundaries of the
b u d a n have almost all been delimited dur ing the
pant f i f t y y e a r o j •<*&» that dur ing the course of
tl*frt, certain small areas which v?ere claimed by
the j u d a n may have been put outside {"&£" 053?
b o u n d a r i e s ; and vice versa. General ITeguib's
stale.lie. ' i t is, howeve r , ano the r example of the
apparent ^/yptian determinat ion to make as much
bad blood an possible over the J u d a n . i n spite of
their A / T e e , i e n t w i th us.

( -7 . i . 'orr is)
Augus t 6, 19ii3-

o/r

\

31401 F.O.P.
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rrFROM laURTOUM TO FOREIGN QFFIC%u

Cypher/OTP FOREIGN OFFICE AND WHITEHALL
l i ; ' ' PISTRIBTOON

Sir R. Howo B. 5,35 p.m. August 7, 1953
MQ.T ̂ 96 - R. 6,55 p.m. August 7, 1953 ;
August 7, 1953 • • ' • ' ;

SEC.RET • • • ' ,• . ' • •

Agctressed to Foreign Office telegram No. ̂ 6 of August /
Repeated for information to Cairo. »-\ . ^

Your telegram No. 722,

Salem' 8 visit. ' \

I could not prevent a Minister of ;one of Co-Dominl
Governments from paying a visit to this; 'Country, unless I were
satisfied that such a visit if ere liable \to prov®k« a "breach
of public order. If on above grounds I were t» prevent Salah
Saleia from disembarking here and send him ̂ ack, the result
would probably be to stimulate pretest and demonstrations by thi
pro-Egyptian parties here, \ -i- -\

2. I agree it would be foolish t© expect Salali- Salem to
exerciso any laoderatien if it were suggested to hia that that
was a condition on which we would not ©bject tip, hisv visit.

3. V/e can urge Urama t® try to counteract his activities,
but I doutit whether they could be brought to prot«s$t openly
to prevent his visit ©n the grounds that it was a/breach of thi
Uima - Neguib agreement. I will test their reactions, «>n thle
point. ' . . . . . . . .-..it, ,,\:. \\ .-. •,. ./ ., ^ v\^

Foreign Office pleas* pass t® Cairo as î y telegram No. 265,vx (

[Repeated to Cairo]. ; r ^ ''

COPIES;"
Sir W. Stranjz
Private /Secretary
Sir J. rBowker f-J
Head ©f African Department
Head of News Department
fvcsidtmt Clark

K K K K
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PROM CAIRO TO FOREIGN OFFICE

FORBIGN OFFICE AND
milTOALLJDISTRIBUTION

D. 6.21 p.B, August 7, 1953
R. 7.U) p.n. August 7, 1953

Cypher/OTF

Mr* Hankey
No. 1161
August 7. 1953

PRIORITY
•CONFIDENTIAL

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram 'No, 1161 of August 7
Repeated for Information to Khartoum (for Governor General

and U.K.Trade Commissioner)
INDEXED

X

Your telegram No. U-15: Sudan.

Many thanks.
\i I

I was unable to get Col, Nasser, Salah Salem.ant
Minister f®r Foreign Affairs together at a suitable
last night, "but I spoke to Minister for Foreign Affairs
and Salah Salem. Latter was most concerned at my
remonstrances and obviously did not want to lose propaganda
stick to beat us.i fle will hate a separate go at Nasser
shortly.

2. Meanwhile, although nothing precise was said, it looks
as if Salah Salem's projected visit to Sudan could not be
very imminent, as he said in another connexion that hê  hai
several engagements here next week.

%

Foreign Office please pass priority to Khartoum as my
telegram N®. 270. .

[Repeated to Khartoum], 3

QQQ
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dlT Off. JdAJOK 3ALKM

In his telegram number ̂ 4> the Governor General

suggests that we should try to yet the Egyptians to

lay off such propaganda stunts as a visit by Salem
k,

would be,, adding that it might also help stave-off a
A

visit by Ifeguib, of which there has been some talk, — •

-September being the suggested date.

2. The Governor General argues that the visit would

be inconsistent with the Anglo/Egyptian Agreement,

because its purpose would be to intervene in the political

situation. iVe should have great difficulty in

sustaining thia argument since the Egyptians would

naturally not admit that this was the purpose of the visit.

Vite cannot argue that ministerial visits as such are

inconsistent with the Agreement, since the Minister of

State has made a visit since it was signed.

3. On the other hand, Egyptian behaviour over the

Sudan in the last week or two has been particularly ;

objectionable. They have not only been awkward about

the appointment of Mr. Hiches as alternate member of the
W** * '
/ Commission, but have made very provocative statements

on this subject and on the subject of the Sudan generally

(see especially Cairo telegram number 1120 at JE 1051/60/4).

On the specific issue of IJiches, the Egyptian Minister :of

Foreign Affairs has refused to agree explicitly that

the Egyptian Government does not claim a right to veto

even when we have offered to .suggest another name, (the

present position is that Sir Laurence Graff tey-Smith

is flying to Khartoum on August 6 to take part in a

Commission meeting).

ij. »ife therefore have very good reason to make some

demonstration of our disapproval of this kind of ^

behaviour/



behaviour. We cannot hope to roach an amicable arrangement

simply by asking the Egyptians to agree to abstain from

propaganda visits by Egyptian Ministers. / What we. cats, do is

instruct Mr. Jlanfcey to inform the Egyptian Government that
$ '

we ifimfjn regard such, visits as inconsistent with the spirit

of the Agreement; to say that for our part we have no

intention of engaging in such propaganda stunts; and that

unless the plan for the visit is withdrawn, we. must consider
j '

what further steps to take.;

5. The possible further steps would be: -

(a) for the Governor General to refuse to allow
!&£u2cU'

Salem to $taBltHe/_ This would be very drastic, but

is worth considering. The arguments against it "•"•

which seem to be decisive- are that it would provoke

a major crisis and probably spoil any chances of

the defence discussions succeeding, and that we

would get little support in the Sudan (we should

be accused of "provoking" the Egyptians).

(b) Utt/sfee»tdrd riposte in the Egyptian style by publicly

fwvdenouncing the behaviour of the Egyptian Government,

\ sayiwg, that their action in refusing to issue the

decree appointing iir. Kiches, and this projected

visit by Major Salem.diWSfc demonstrations of their

unwillingness to keep to the terms of the Agreement, .

and that they have been Informed that this v&6 our view.

Paradoxically, this course, though seemingly ineffective

might bring us dividends in the Sudan, If^ at the

same time we could persuade the Uinma to object to

the visit and to refuse to have anything to do with

Salem, it would help us a great deal. *

6. In the meantime-, the Acting J0e>'etary of -State has directed

that we should seek j./r. Hankey'o vl^wa. The Department

therefore/
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therefore recommend that the above considerations

should be borne in mind when we have Mr. Hanfcey 's

comments.

7. A ' d ra f t telegram is attached,**

r
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-Khartoum telegram Ho. UQ to Foreign Office

-2-

of the two countries, but he could not possibly say this publicly
now as it would strengthen the hands of his enemies to© greatly,

6. S&lah Salem is reported to be flying to Khartoum on July 11,
with the main object of trying to bring Sayed Ali Mirghani and
The MaMi closer together and to revive unity between the Sudanese
parties.

Foreign Office pass to Cairo as ray telegram No. 247.

[Repeated to Cairo].

0-0-0-
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T«l*f raphic Addr«n

•f "H/UOMAM"
GOVERNOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

KHARTOUM. ^
L <~^*{< . J

^^" 7th July,
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FROM KHARTOTIM TO FOREIGN OFI'TCE

Cypher/OTP FOREIGN OFFICE AMD l

T/HITEHALL DISTRIBUTION

Sir R, Howe
No. J,72 D. 1 .̂30 p.m. July 9, 1953
July 9, 1953 R. 6.59 p.m. July 9, 1953

SECRET ,„ • ' *
^x-'"

Your telegram No. 688.

You will now have seen my telegram No.

2. The present situation is that Egypt has given the
assurances requested by Umma and the latter will wait about
three weeks to observe the practical results. If these are
not satisfactory to Umma, they have assured us that without
further ado they- will declare publicly that Egypt has broken
her agreement with them, and launch an all-out campaign
against the Egyptians and the H.U.P. In my view, ,
we could regard these conditions as satisfactory.

3. If the Egyptian assurances are carried to the
satisfaction of Urnma, a new situation, as you say in your
telegram under reference, will be created and we shall then
have to consider what fora of collaboration with Umma will be
possible and appropriate. I can only repeat that, in spite
of your clear statement to the Mahdl in London, he is unlikely
to agree that personal assistance to him will have become
inappropriate.

JU The danger is that Egypt will now play down her
propaganda and bribery sufficiently to avoid a break with
Umma, but leave herself free to start again nearer the
elections, when any strong Umma reaction would have less time to
take effect.

5« Salah Salem1s visit may also be an important factor. v

Should he succeed in patching the unity of the Sudanese parties,
however artificial and temporary, any question of close
cooperation with Umma would, 1 consider, have to be
abandoned.

666666
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Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 478 of July 15.
Repeated for information to Cairo.

My telegrams Nos. 470 and 47277

In conversations with Luce on July 12 and myself today,
the Mahdi discussed the present political situation and, in
particular, Umma relations with the British.

2. He said that as regards Umma relations with Egypt we must
now wait for a month to see if Egypt carries out her latest
promises. If she does not, the Umma will take action described
in paragraph 2 of my telegram No. 472 and the way will be clear
for open cooperation with the British.

3. The Mahdi agreed that if Egypt does carry out her promises,
the situation will have changed, but he emphasized strongly that
cooperation by Umma and the British will still be essential to the
cause of independence. The Egyptians have set up a strong
propaganda organisation in the Sudan and this will be able to
continue to function and must continue to be fought, and this
requires funds. The Mahdi pointed out that he had spent large sums
of his own money in the past years in support of Umma and
independence, but he is now in financial difficulties and cannot
afford to help them adequately. If Her Majesty's Government mean
what they say about supporting the cause of independence, this is
the time to prove it by giving him practical assistance.

4. As regards cooperation between the pro-independence parties,
the Mahdi said that it would be a mistake to have any close agree-
ment between the Umma and S.R.P. as this would drive Khatmia away
from the latter party, but he thought it might be possible to reach
some understanding which,,wetxld reduce the conflict between the two
parties.

.. WW..«i fnlfc*.

/ 5. Regarding assurances .*.

</
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TOP SECRET

Khartoum telegram No. J178 to Foreign Office
- 2 -

5. Regarding assurances to the Southerners, the Mahdi said
that recent Utoraa delegation to the South had found that only
a section of the Southerners are anxious that British
Administrators should remain "beyond the three year period.
However, if the Southerners when they come to parliament show
a strong wish for this and if they are cooperating in the cause
of independence, he thought Umma would support them,

6. Siddik el Mahdi will arrive in London on July 23 in
connexion with cotton sales but will also certainly want to
discuss matters mentioned in paragraph 3 above. Luce will
arrive on July 21 and will bring my views on the subject*

7. Salah Salem1a visit to Khartoum has been cancelled.

Foreign Office pass priority to Cairo as my telegram
No. 252.

[Repeated to Cairo],

TO;

African Department
News Department
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TH3 3
AMBITIONS

In conversation with Mr. Allen, Mr. Luce has
• -

that when he met SAM before leaving Khartoum,

latter spent the whole time talking Sudanese •

politics - Tor the first time in Air. Luce's experience.

7/hat seemed to have stirred him into this unusual

departure was a newspaper article (and rumours circulating

around the same theme) alleging that the Prime Minister

had told SAR that he was in favour of a Mahdist

monarchy in the Gudan. Sayed ^Ali professed not to

believe the stories himself, but said that they would be

taken by his followers as evidence that they were right

in believing that Her juajesty's Government were on the

side of the Mahdists and against the ilhatmia.

2. flayed l̂i told i.Ir. luce that he favoured a

republic and independence. He aaid all the Sudanese { >

wanted independence - when they talked about unity, they •

meant some kind of arrangement with Egypt, but not a ,

3udan ruled by ijgypt. Jle thought .that if it were clear

that the Wahdi family had abandoned their monarchical t

pretentions, it would influence his followers in favour j
(

of the independence side. Mr. Luce thinks this is true, j

though it is unlikely that Sayed >ili himself will come I

out into the open. . •• • f
I

3. The present position seems to be that the Umma p*

Executive has decided in favour of a statement favouring pr
s

a republic, but that the question is to be submitted ,c»
$ •

to a general party meeting. iSiddik has coairnitted

ate
himself/ Lent/



himself to this publicly in, a statement to a Khartoum

newspaper.

U. Mr. Luce thought it would be useful for Her Majes ty ' s

Government to counteract the rumours of which Sayed Ali

complained, and the attached draft letter from 3ir William

Strang to Sir Robert Howe suggests a means of doing so

which has been discussed wi th i«Ir. Luce.

It may be that S.A.R. read more into the

Minister of State's personal remarks during his

interview with him than v/as warranted. But the
<fl M

fact remains tfeat neither^ records of the interview
/-

with the Prime Minister mentions the subject of the

Monarchy, and I agree that action on the lines

proposed would be useful.

July 2lf, 1953.

«

«Jr

Wt Vt^u
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QG/97.8.1/3

LJi

jOVERNOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

KHARTOUM.

28th July, 1953.

SECRET.

I forward to you a further periodical
resume of Egyptian propaganda. Tne Umina know all
about this but there is still a section of the party
unwilling to go too far in open attache on the iilgyptians,

2. There seems to be a good deal of local
opinion very critical of tue ISCK of reaction from the
United Kingdom to the jjgyptian attacks publisned in
press and radio, wnere tney concern Britain or snow
an attitude over Sudanese affairs contrary to the
undertaking in the Agreement to preserve "a free and
neutral atmospnere".

3« It is a fact tnat since about the middle
of the month the Unuua press has published a series of
articles criticising in moderate tones the N.U.P. and
Egyptian policies:-

July 12th
July 14th
July 21st

July 26th
July 27th
July 28th

"Salah Salem's good offices".
"What we hold against tne N.U.P.".
"We are fed up witn these
manoeuvres".
"What do the Unionists want now".
"Unblemished independence".
Comment by Abdulla Bey Khalil on
Salah Salem1a statement at Alexandria
on the 9th.

The Umma have also begun to issue a
pamphlet called "Independence Movement Letters". No. 1
was headlined "We claim full independence for the Sudan".
It appeared in English and Arabic from the Tamaddon Press
and No, 2 is appearing snortly.

4. I ain sending co^es of this letter and
the enclosure to Duke at Cairo and Bill Davies in London
and will pass copies to jiiches J^ere.

J. W. KBNRICK.

R .



SECRET,

THIRD NOT;J: ow EGYPTIAN PROPAGANDA IN
3UDAI-I SIKOfl TIi'13

0? F335UA3Y.

Tills third not-3 covers the period since
20th April, 1953 (when the last note was written)
until the end of July 1953. It should "be read with
the knowledge that the Umma Party, during this period,
have protested to the Egyptian leaders against their,
campaign in the Sudan, and have received assurances
that Egypt intended to remain neutral and would not
try to influence the Sudanese in their choice of
political party or future status.

It can not be said that there has "been any
abatement in Egyptian propaganda, nor was this to be
expected.

2. Methods used.in Egypt.

(1) Public statements by politicians, in
particular Major Salah Salim, wuose utterances seem
to be beyond the control of tue Regime have continued
to claim that Egypt's aim is to clear British influence .
out of the Sudan and that Britain is determined to ;
prevent this by sabotaging tae February Agreement. :

An example of recent aate was his statement
at Alexandria on July yta. A topical quotation follows:-
"All that concerns us is tnat there should be a free
Sudan or, in other words, a Sudan over which there is
no foreign British influence. Should we (Egypt or the
Sudan) unite and this influence exist it would be
useless. The Sudanese people would not be able to
develop and would continue to be humiliated, poor and . '
weak. They will be a burden on us and we shall be a
burden on them. It is not a question of being connected
or separated, as was said in the past. All we want is
'to help them to remove the nightmare of Imperialism.
Once this is done they will realise where their interests
lie and they will certainly realise that their interests
lie with us".

The rest of his statement was devoted to
showing that fantastic agricultural prospects existed
in the Sudan, were not being developed 'by the British1
but would be developed by the Egyptians if the two
countries united.

(2) Cairo Radio continued to broadcast lies
and malicious rumours specifically directed et the
Sudan through it's "Sudan Corner" programme directed
by Tewfik Ahmed el Bakri (Cairo Chancery letter No.
1686/9/539 to the African Department da$ed 20th June 1953)

(3) The Middle East News Agency cpntinued to
collect news items from their Khartoum Agents which,
Inaccurately conceived or maliciously altered, then
appear in the Egyptian P^ess and are later quoted in
the local vernacular press. Inany examples can be seen
in the Akhar Sa'a. Issue No. Ik of 15th April, 1953
of El Tahrir is a flagrant example. Tae Auram of July



14th carried the news "England "buys the Mahdi's
cotton for ̂  million pounds more than the prevailing
prices11. No attempt of course is ever made to check
facts in the appropriate official quarters. .

(k) The propaganda approach by inviting
Sudanese to Cairo as guests of the Government continued
and readied a crescendo for the celebrations of July
23rd. On May 10th Chief Jarribo and two Southern
Sudanese ex-Egyptian Majors were met at the airport
in Cairo "by General Neguib himself and a number of
Ministers. They were accommodated in special hotels,
allotted special cars, feted, and encouraged to record
anti-British and anti-Sudan Government statements which
were recorded for broadcast from "Sudan Corner" and
given wide publicity in the Egyptian press. A case
came to light in Bahr-el-Ghazal Province showing that
young Southern boys had been enticed to Cairo, given
money and clothes tnere, taugat to hate the British and
then returned to their southern Province to sow dissension.

Recently taere were over 100 boys from
Omdurman non-Government schools touring Cairo and
Alexandria at the expense of tae Egyptian Government.

For tiie celeorations of July 23rd large
numbers of invi tali oas were sent out to practically
all the tribal leaders and a number of Government
Officials, without reference to the Sudan Government
(Governor-General's telegram No. 2U3 of 1st July to
Cairo). They were entertained at tae public expense,
and an opportunity was taken at a reception for tne
International Press, to use statements by a N.U.P.
Sudanese Doctor serving in the South and some disgruntled
Southerners, to discredit Britain and the British element
of the Sudan Administration (Cairo telegram No. 1097 to
the Foreign Office). ,

3. Methods used in the Sudan.

(1) There were no glaring examples of tours
by prominent Egyptians of Ministerial level during the
period under review.

(2) The existing Egyptian agencies were however
active. The Egyptian Irrigation Department for example
carried out a purge in Malakal of all staff suspected
of being sympathetic to the Sudan Administration.
Egyptian Irrigation Department Officials also toured
the South with the N.U.P. electioneering delegation.
On the 23rd July the E.I.D. in Llalakal organised
festivities which included an unautaorised procession,
which shouted "Long live Unity of the Nile Valley"
outside the Governor's Office, and a play, to waich
the public had been invited, waicii symbolised tne Unity
of Egypt and the Sudan.

In Dueim tae two iigyptian jiawadaiu preachers
departed from taeir religious briefs to praise Neguib
and to attache tae Britisa and tae Americans.

A so-called Egyptian Agricultural Company
arrived on May 10th and toured tae Blue Nile Province.
This is. a dangerous move designed to penetrate tae
Nile Pump agricultural schemes by gaining control of
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them through the provision of working capital.
(Riches letters to Allen 103H/10/33 of 18tii May and
1st June).

When invitations were being distributed for
the celebrations of the 23rd an Egyptian toured parts
of Equatoria touting for acceptances with promises of
money. He is also reported to have tried to get a
Police Sergeant Major to go to Cairo with promises
that his pay would be doubled if he did so.

An Army Officer has been put into the Office
of the Egyptian Economic Expert in Khartoum. His
functions are not yet known but the Cnief Staff Officer
Egyptian Troops is the main channel for E£iyptian
Government activity, so this appointment is significant.

The local "Sudan El Gedid" paper, previously
notorious for it's independent line has since the
middle of the month made a volte face and declared
for union with Egypt. This coincides with the return
from Cairo of the Editor Ahmed Yousif Hashim and tiie
supposition is that he has been bought.

Governor-Gene ral's Offi ce,
Khartoum.
29th July. 1953.
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(JB 1055/21) F01U£I9N OFPICS, 3.W.I,

July 29, 1953.

In conversation with Allen, Luce has mentioned
a discussion with Sayed Ali el Mirghani in which the
latter brought up the subject of the article in the
newspaper "Sudan el Qadid" where it was alleged that
the Prime Minister had pressed Sayed Abdul Rahman el Mabdi
to make himself King of the Sudan. Luce thought that this
story and other similar rumours which were current in the
Sudan were having a harmful effect on the cause of
independence, and that it would be useful if some means
could be deviood of countering them.

It is not possible of course for Her Majesty's
Government to put out official denials of rumours current
in the Sudan, but I think that something might be done in
the following way. When you see Sayed All, you could refer
to his conversation with Luce and assure him that the
question of the form of government in an Independent Sudan
waa not discussed at all between SAR and the J'rlmo Minister*
The subject did come up at a meeting between SAR and Mr.
Selwyn Lloyd: on this occasion, the Minister of State
repeated what was said to SAR by Mr* Eden a year ago -
that it was for the Sud&neee to decide, if they chose
independence * what the form of their Government would be*
and said that the Sudanese Parliament, when it was elected,
would be able to give some indication of their views.

If this looked into the local prees (and it might bo
well to arrange that it should) SAR could not complain,
since it is nn accurate statement of what tooic place
between hltn and the Minister of State, and since he has
not claimed himself thut the subject was discussed between
him and the Prime Minister.

*

I leave it to you to judge whether it would be helpful
for you to take this step*

STRANG-



(10311/14/53)

SECRET

Office of the United Kingdom
Trade Commissioner,

KHARTOUM.

31st July, 1953.

There have been a number of reports that General
Neguib intends to visit the Sudan before the elections,
September being suggested as a likely month and his
itinerary as including some of the provincial centres
(though not the South) in addition to the Three Towns,
I am told that even the Umma delegation to the "Liberation"
celebrations were so carried away by their reception in
Cairo and by the normal traditions of reciprocal hospitality
as to invite the General to visit the Sudan.

2. If the visit comes off it may have a serious influence
on the elections, especially if properly timed. I have
repeatedly reported the popularity enjoyed by the General
among persons of all classes and political leanings in
this country and the publicity associated with the recent
junketings and bellicosities in Cairo has, if anything,
increased this. He would undoubtedly have a tremendous
reception were he to come to the Sudan and he and his
entourage could do a lot of damage in a very short time both
to British prestige and.to the independence cause. Such
being the case we have been thinking in good time of what
could be done to prevent or counter the effect of the visit.
The possibilities that have occurred to us are:-

1. To stop the visit by representations
from - .

H.JH, Government
The Governor General

e The Electoral Commission.

2. To stop the visit by provoking a crisis
in the Canal Zone or otherwise making it
necessary for Neguib to stay in Egypt
till after the elections. ;

3* If the visit comes off to attempt to
neutralise its effect by producing a
counter attraction in the shape of a
visit to the Sudan of a colourful
personality of our own.

3. The best course would undoubtedly be to put the oniis on
Sen by getting the Electoral Commission to ask ̂ eguib not to
come as his visit v/ould be a factor likely to affect the

J
neutrality of the elections. I think it improbable however
that the Commission would agree to do this. As regards ,
representations by H.M. Government and the Governor General
they could be made on the grounds of incompatibility with the
letter and spirit of the February Agreement and threat to
public order respectively. The Cformer' is not on present

/form

Allen, Esq., C.M, G, ,
African Department,

. Foreign Office,
S.W.I,

,/ ~



form likely to shake the Egyptians while the latter :

is manifestly far-fetched and if carried to its logical
conclusion of refusing entry to the Sudan to Heguib both
politically bad and likely itself to provoke demonstration
and possibly disorders in the Three Towns.

4. The feasability of suggestion No, 2 is not for rue
to Judge.

5» As regards 3» we just cannot produce a figure to measure
up to fleguib, though the visit of Lord Mountbatten at the end
of October would be something as a counter-puff.

6. All in all, 1 (c) and 1 (a) or a combination of botli
seem to be the most promising lines. In representing that
the visit would be contrary to the spirit of the Agreement
we might threaten that if it did nevertheless materialise we
should then consider ourselves free to send any propaganda
stars of our own to the country.

I am sending copies of this letter to Duke in Cairo
and Kenrick at the Governor General's Office.

&£^

(D.M.H. Riches)
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(10311/14/53)

CONFIDENTIAL
INDEXED

Office of the United Kingdom
Trade Commissioner,

KHARTOUM.

1st August, 1953*

The big political question mark here at the moment is
the Khatmi-N,U.P. situation, i.e. whether or not Sayid Ali
has really finally decided that the only way to attempt to.
stop S.A.R. is to tell his followers to vote for the N.U.P.
and the N.U.P. alone. The situation is not at the moment
clear but Kenrick will be reporting to you by this bag on the
latest position (after 3 years as B.C. in Omdurman he knows
the Khatmi there well and as at the moment he shows a disposition
to report to you direct I am happy to let him deal with this
aspect of our work),

29 You should know however that this news following the reports
published here about anti-British and anti-administration
propaganda organised in Egypt during the "Liberation" celebrations
and the defection to Egypt of Yacoub Osman and Ahmed Yusuf
Hashira has resulted in a fit of jitters among the administrators,
some of whom have urged me to try to get Her Majesty's Government
to "do something" to counter the Egyptian tide, l/i/hat particularly
sticks in their gullets is that Neguib and Sallah should be able
to make their lying propaganda statements without any counterblast
in similar terms from members of H.M. Government in similar positions.
What they are really after in their hearts is good quotable stuff
to be broadcast to the Sudan and published in the local papers in
which the British Prime Minister assures the Sudanese that come
what may the Egyptian imperialists and colonisers will be kept
out of the Sudan, or the Secretary of State declares himself ready
for rivers of blood if necessary to prevent the Egyptians
encroaching on our rights in the Canal Zone. They seem ;
particularly enamoured of the idea of engineered Parliamentary
Questions and answers.

3. I have explained why such statements would be rather difficult
to make and to do the administrators justice most of them appear
to appreciate this (though the cynical remark about kowtowing to
the Egyptians and sacrificing the Sudan for the sake of a defence
agreement is usually heard). But are II.M. Government at the
moment prepared to take a strong line with Egypt about the Sudan?
Are they for example prepared to represent to ̂ eguib that many of
his speeches and statements and those of his lieutenants on the
Sudan are grossly out of keeping with the spirit and the letter of
the February Agreement; and publicise the fact that they are doing
so?
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» 055/23)

PERSONAL

PORE1Q19 OFFICE, S.W*1»

August 19, 1953.

I think y Air letter of August 1 (10311/1U/53) is
partially answered in ray letter of August 13 to
Kenriclt, and Its enclosure. That should provide some
evidence that v:e are prepared to think of using harsh
worda. I think that where YJC (meaning "by "we"
yourself » nud ourselves in this Department) part
company with the adininlatrators • ia that we are only
prepared to reoot.uend the uae of them when we think
that there Is so.ne thing to be rvchieved by it, and not
merely to relieve our feelings. It Is only natural
that they ah.mld there f or o conclude that we oan't
have the right sort of feelings*

2. Hov;ever, fcelinga are factors to be tak.cn Into
account; and it was a consideration In our mind in
drafting our â idQ-'.aeT̂ lre thut one of the thinga it

achieve Is to £ive none relief to thoae,- home
and away, - -who feel in their blood that we ought to
do something, and are not to be convinced that much
of the tisae the best answer is to let the Egyptians
do It for us.

(R.T.IJ. Ledward)

1. Riches, Esq.*,
Khartoum.
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CONFIDENTIAL

Flags A & B
.JS 1055/9 & 10
JE 1055/11 & 12
Flags C & D

Flag D

Flag C

JE 1051/561
Flag E

SUDAN: THE UMMA PARTY

INDEXED

Mr. Luce has reported and commented on two

meetings with the Mahdi and Urnma leaders since their i
return to Khartoum; one on June 2U- (Gr.G. Khartoum <

1108.1̂ 51 and U52) and another on June 28 (G.G. Khartoum ;

Koa.U57 a n d U59). . . - . . - .

2. S.A.R. has tried all the usual evasions in the

attempt to establish that Her Majesty's Government have

committed themselves to support him and his party,

whilst leaving them free of any commitment whatsoever -

l«e. free to turn again should it seein expedient, to do so.

3« Judging from the report of the second meeting,

Mr. Luce seems to have shaken them out of their belief

that they can get away with this; "but we can expect

them to take the line that the Sudan Government are

withholding what Her Majesty's Government promised

unconditionally, When we say that this is not the case,

S.A.R. will no doubt pretend to believe that the Sudan

Government have persuaded Her Majesty's Government to

withdraw their promise.

LU It is noteworthy that Abdullahi SI Fadll has been

in Cairo since May 23 and is still there: no doubt one

idea behind thia was to keep the lines open - to reassure,

the Egyptians that S.A.R.'s prolonged stay in this

country did not mean that the Umma had committed themselves

to co-operation with Her Majesty's Government.

5. It seems unlikely, from these telegrams, that the, ,

assurances to be demanded by the Umma in Cairo will be

the open support by Egypt of the Independence cause and

a disavowal of the Haiional Unionist Party (as Abdulla

Khalil said when he was here). It is more probable

that they will again be something vaguer, and that the

will give a more tactful reply this time. It

/is

-r?
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is possible that the Egyptians will think it worth while &

gojgsg quietly for a month or so. In short, things will

most likely continue as they are unless the Egyptians

make a false move or the Umma are again seized with panic

about their election prospects. " '

6. Apart from a reluctance to commit themselves

irrevocably, I imagine that the Umma leaders are still

concerned to avoid doing anything which would give the

Egyptians the. excuse to denounce the Anglo Egyptian

Agreement. They probably suspect that we are trying to'

provoke such a denunciation in order to free ourselves

from our obligations to the Sudanese under the agreement

(their argument against saying anything about

Southern B.C.'s is illustrative of this).

7. As to co-operation with the S.R.P. , the situation

looks a little more hopeful after this later meeting;

but besides disputes about constituencies, the monarchy V

republic issue is likely to be a serious obstacle. As

long as it appears that S.A.R. still has the ambition of

becoming king, many potential supporters of the

independence movement are likely to stay away from it.

8. We can only now await the outcome of Abdullah

Khalil's visit to Cairo; but in the meantime we

should give Mr. Luce the means to deny that Her Majesty's

Government have offered unconditional support to either

S.A.R. or the Umma Party. (A draft telegram is attached")

9. Perhaps the Minister of State will wish to discuss

all this with Sir Robert Howe before he returns to

Khartoum next Sunday, I .£>

June 50. 1955.
I

JE 1055/9
Flag A

JE 1055/12
Flag D

JE 1051/577
Flag F

Flag C
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SET RECORD OF MEETING WITH THE
GOVERNOR GENERAL OF THE SUDAN

Present: The Minister of State*
Sir Robert Howe,
Mr. R. Allen.

Go--operation with the Umma

The Minister of State said that the Umma representatives

were now in Cairo discussing the Egyptian attitude

towards the Sudan with the Egyptian Government. It was

uncertain whether the Egyptians would be able to satisfy

the Umma representatives. Meanwhile, the Mahdi had
/

indicated in Khartoum that it might be difficult for the

Umma to denounce their Agreement with Egypt, but had

suggested that they might in fact withhold co-operation

with Egypt and fight a strong electoral campaign against

the N.U.P. He asked the Governor General's views on

this.

2. The Governor General said that he thought it would

in fact be difficult for the Umma to repudiate their

Agreement with Egypt, and he was inclined to think that

a refusal by the Umma to co-operate in practice with the

Egyptians might suffice for our purposes.

3. The Minister of State also thought that there might

be a point where non-co-operation by the Umma with the

Egyptians and the pro-Egyptian parties in the Sudan would

satisfy us. He would like the Governor General's advice on

this after he returned to the Sudan. Our object should

be to ensure that there was no Umma/N.U.P. Coalition after

the Elections. If there were ; an JJmma majority in the

new Parliament and as a result the Sudanese Government

asked for independence before the three years were up,

we should probably have to make it plain that Her

Majesty 's



Majesty's Government would not resist such a demand, but
t^rwvff/O^/llcL

of course Sudanisation could not be aontomplatod within

a shorter period.

14. It was agreed that the Governor General should report

on the attitude of the Umma after his return, and that

meanwhile, he would do his best to ensure that the Umma_

and the S.R.P. came to a working arrangement in the

constituencies.

Evidence about Egyptian bribery and propaganda in the Sqdan

5. The Minister of State inquired whether the intelligence

services of the Sudan Government were succeeding in collecting

evidence about this.

6. The Governor General said that they were trying to do so,

but he did not know how successful they had been. It was

agreed that the Governor General would look into this on his

return. ;'

Future of British Officials of the Sudan Government

7. The Minister of State said that he had some doubts about

the desirability of our circularising the members of the
.*

Sudan Service in order to obtain details of their qualifications

for re-employment. He did not wish to give the impression

that Her Majesty's Government were expecting them to leave their

posts in the Sudan in the near future. On the contrary, we

should try to avoid a general exodus.

8. Mr. Allen said that he had just written a letter to

Mr. Luce setting out our doubts'on this subject and asking for
w

advice. We thought that it might be easier if any circular

were sent out by the Staff Association in the Sudan* rather than

by/
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by the Sudan Government. It was agreed that the

Governor General would advise us about this after

his return.

July It. 195̂ 5.
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q{ Mm KMRTOUM TO POmiGW OFFICE!

Cypher/OTP FOREIGN OFPTCE : A P ' TOTEHAIX

Sir R. Howe D. 5.25 p.m. Juno 28, 1953
flo« 4.59 R. 7.05 p.m. June 28, 1953
June 28, 1953 ,f

SECRET . ; ,̂ » . •'' _

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 4.59 of ^une ffi
Repeated for informationto Cairo,

My telegram Wo. 457*

luce had a further discussion this morning with the
Ifehdl, Siddik el Mahdl, Abdulla Khalil and Ibrahim Ahmed.
They said that the Drama Executive has come to a definite
decision to state publicly that the Egyptians have broken j

their agreement fgrp. undec.J, to launch an all-out press
and propaganda attack on Egypt and to cooperate openly ;

with the British if the Egyptians either refuse to glre
assurances demanded by Umma or, having given them, fall J
to carry them out fully within about a month. If assurances |
are given and strictly observed the situation In the tfcana !
view will be satisfactory to both the pro-Independence
Sudanese and the British.

2. Regarding cooperation amongst the pro-Independence
parties the Iftnma HOW sho;: HOB willingness to try to come
to an understanding vrlth S.R.P. which will put an end to
the present bitter conflict between them in a number of
constituencies. In return, Umma asks for c further assurance
that British administrators will remain neutral as between |
Umma and S.R.P, This can be given, but ire are not optimistic
about the result of discussions between ttea and S.R.P,,
because the fonaer will claia majority support in some
constituencies which is not admitted by S,H.P«

3* It was agreed at discussions that further developments
must await result of Abdulla Khalil*s vis^t to Cairo. But
It will be seen from the above that some progress has been
nade from the position reported in my telegram No. 4-51.
I. We aust warn you, however, that ,the tahdH is";jjhowlng clear
signsof believing that Her Majesty's Government havel j A
" ~~~ A t953 /promise* ... • . <" / \^.1 A

« .,• f 01"
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SECRET

FROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO KHARTOUM

Cypher/OTPf FOREIGN OFFICE AND Y/HITEHALL
DISTRIBUTION

D. 3.10 a.m. July 7, 1953*
No,688

July 6, 1953.

SECRET,

Addressed to Khartoum telegram No. 688 of July 6»

Repeated for information to Khartoum (U.K. T,C.).
Cairo.

\

Your telegrams NosU51, ̂52, i57 and i59 [of June 21
and 28: the Sudan: Umma Party],

As you will have seen in the record, it was made
clear to the Mahdi at both his meetings with the Minister
of State that the three conditions mentioned were
essential pre-requisites of close collaboration, and that
the first condition was a public statement by the Unma
on their breach with Egypt, Nothing that the Minister of
State or the Prime Minister said could be interpreted as
offering unconditional support, f

2. Nevertheless, if the Umma were in fact to withhold
all cooperation with the Egyptians and to fight Egyptian
propaganda openly and launch an all-out electoral campaign
against the N.U.P., it might be that we should regard this
as satisfactory. It all depends onj the circumstances, end
on this we should like your advice.

3. On the othrr hand, if the Umma Party really succeed
in persuading the Egyptians to call off their improper
activities, a new situation would be created. However,
in these circumstances also there might be possibilities
of collaboration with the Uama.



SECRET

FROM KHARTOIM TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cypher/OTP

Sir R. Howe
No. J57
June 27, 1953

PRIORITY
SECRET

FOREIGN OFTOEL AND TOTEEALL
PlgTRIBUTION

D. 3.50 p.m. June 27, 1953
R. 5A5 p.m* June 27. 1953

ftMresseft to Foreign Of f ice telegram No. 1*57 of June 27
Repeated for infonaatipn to Cairo

My telegram No. 1*51.
\

.- W-J

&* '

Neguib's letter has now been received by Umma. It says
that as his previous letter has been misunderstood by Umma
he has cancelled it. He asks1 timta* to wait until the return
to Khartoum of Abdullah el FadU who will clear up the points
of misunderstanding, - \\ \

2. As Abdullah el Fadil's return has been further delayed
the Utmna are sending Abdullah Khalil to Cairo on June 29*
He and Abdullah el Fadil will again demand posltivt assurances
from the Egyptians that their propaganda, bribery eto, will
stop. Tirana Party will then consider their future attitudt
towards Egypt in the light ®f t|he -reply brought back by
Abdullah Khalil. If adequate •jssurancesi are> given by the
Egyptians the llama will certainly site, t|iem an opportunity t«
show whether they Intend to implement Hlieat. eff ectiTely,\ i t \ I

Foreign Office please pass to Cairo priority as my telegram
No, 2VU • • • . •, ; • • • \ \ '• ^N,

[Repeated to Cairo],

K K K K

\
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CONFIDENTIAL

The Prime Minister received S.A.R. on June 10.
I was present. . \ .

The Prime Minister told S.A.R. that we did not
think much of friends who were ashamed to admit their
friendship for us. If we were to co-operate to secure
Sudanese independence against Egyptian designs, we should
expect his newspapers at least to avoid a hostile attitude;
Sayed Siddiq.1 s recent statement supporting Egypt was
particularly unfortunate, and he wondered how S.A.R. and
his supporters could complain of Egyptian "bad faith and,
in the same breath, say that they supported Egypt in "breaking
her treaty\with us.

The Prime Minister went on to say that he understood
that the agreement "between the Umma and General Neguib had been
based on Neguib's solemn assurance that the Egyptian
Government would refrain from propaganda in the Sudan in i
favour of unity. It was clear that, since the Anglo-
Egyptian Agreement of February, the Egyptians had in fact
been carrying on an unbridled propaganda campaign in favour
of unity, and they were subsidising the National Unity
Party on a very large scale. The Prime Minister said that
it would be a monstrous thing if we were to give the Sudan
its independence and, after all we had done, the Egyptians
were then to filch it away. We had no intention of
allowing that to happen. i

S.A.R. said that he intended to take steps on his
return to Khartoum to see that anti-British propaganda
by the Umma Party organs was damped down, ;•

June 16. 1955.

African Department (to enter)

Copies to:-

Sir W, Strang
Lord Reading
Mr. Niit,tine__
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CONFIDENTIAL

FROM KHARTOUM TO FOREIGN OFFICE
(Office of Governor General)

J

Cypher/OOP

No.

FOREIGN OFFICE AMD WHITEHALL
.DISTRIBUTION

D: 12 Noon
R: l.U p.m.

June 17V 1953
June 17, 1953June 17, 1953

PRIORITY
CONFIDENTIAL

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 436 of June
Repeated for information to Cairo.

Abdullah Khalil has reported that Neguib has delivered
to AbdA&ahi el-Fadil, who is still in Cairo, a letter
addressed to the President of the Umma Party in which he
withdraws his last letter of May 22 and expresses the wish
to seek new means of satisfying the Umma on points at \
issue between them. ;

2. Abdullah Khalil himself is not prepared to pay attention
to any farther Egyptian approach of this sort and hopes that
the letter will not influence other misinformed leaders.
We must, however, expect it to strengthen the influence of
the section of Umma opinion which would like to give Wegulb
one more chance. '

3. Please inform Governor General,
*

Foreign Office please pass Cairo Priority as my telegram
Wo. 232.

[Repeated to Cairo].



SECRET • \J

.FROM KHARTOUM TO _FO?EICrN OFFICE

Cypher/OTP FOREIGN OFFICE AND
WHITEHALL DISTRIBUTION

Sir R. Howe D, 8.55 p.a* June 2lt 1953
No. J,51
June 21,, 1953 R. 10, 18 p.m. June 24., 1953

BMGDIATB
SECRET J

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. A51 ̂ >f June 2J».
Repeated for information to Cairo ,.t*

My telegram No. U-6/

Abdullahi El Fadilfs return to Khartoun has been delayed
until June 25 and Neguib's latest letter has therefore not yet '
been seen by the Umma, |

2, Luce had a long talk with the Mahdi this morning, with
Siddik El Mahdi and Abdullah Khalil also present. The
conditions mentioned by the Minister of State in his talk with
the Mahdi on May 27 were discussed at length, \ v̂- "

(a) Denunciation of the Umna agreement with Egypt. ^\

The Mahdi's version of this point is "non-cooperation with
Egypt" and he pointed out that already there is no cooperation
between the Umma and Egypt, Moreover, the Umma have now .
decided to launch an all-out electoral campaign against the
N.U.P. and their Egyptian supporters. The Mahdi at first
denied that the Minister of State had mentioned denunciation
of the Umma agreement, but when asked to read out the Arab
record of the talks of May 27 and the word denunciation was
found to have been used on more than one occasion, he asserted
that in subsequent talks the Minister pf State had changed this
to non-cooperation with Egypt, This assertion is not v
supported by your telegriam No. 666. Siddik El Mahdi then
made it quite clear that the Umma could not denounce their
agreement. He contended that there is nothing in the
agreement which conflicts with British interests or with the
catise of Sudanese independence (there is some truth in this)

*an(!f.said that the denunciation would do great harm to the
*ttanj| Party, They would openly fight Egyptian propaganda and

actiqih would make the Umma attitude towards Egypt clear to
all the Sudanese, The Mahdi supported Siddik in this and
Abdullah Khalil remained silent.

AD)
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SECRET

Khartoum telegram No« J151 to Foreign Office

-2-
> -

(b) Cooperation among the supporters of independence.

The Mahdi said that the S.R.P. was primarily a creation of
the Sudan Government, that it now consists mainly of only a
few Nazirs and that the Sudan Government has only to tell, or
if necessary, order them to cooperate with the Umma and they will
do so.

(c) Assurance to Southerners that the British administrators
in the South would be able to remain for some time to come.

The Mahdi said he considered that this is a matter for
Parliament to consider when it is foimed, and that nothing should
be ! said before then, Siddilc said that the Umma delegation
which toured the South found that the desire for prolongation of
British administrators' service is by no means universal among
the Southerners and that the Umma do not consider this to be a
point of great importance. Moreover, the Egyptians would regard
any assurance on this subject as a breach of the February agreement.

Continued in my immediately following telegram.

Foreign Office please pass to Cairo immediate as my telegram
No. 237.

[Repeated to Cairo].

ADVANCE CCPI-S
Prime Mini step?
Minister of State
Sir 17. Strong
Private Secretary
Sir J. Bowker
Head of African Department

PPPP
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EL SUDAN EL GEDID (Non-Party - Pro-Independence) (28/6/53).

El Synlon el Cedid scores a rr.ost important journalistic
triumph. Summary, .of discussions 'between Sir 'Jinston
Churcnill and B, A.R. - Has Churchill offered the throne
to S.A.R.? Great Britain expresses her determination

to pr o t e ct Sudan' s indep endence .

According to the paper's representative in foreign
diplometic circles (I) the following account is a resume of
the discussion that tool: place in London recently between
the British Prime Minister the R,t. Honourable Sir Winston
Churchill and El Sayed SJr AbdelRahman el fcahdi, Patron of i
the Umma Party:- : ,

Curing his interview with S.A.R. Sir w'inston Churchill i
looked happy and cheerful. He was eccompnnied by l,:r. oelwyn t
Lloyd; and El Spyed Ibrahim Ahmed interpreted for S.A.R. '

The conversation was lucid and frank; and Sir Winston \
Churchill declared that Great Britain was all out for an
e?>rly general election and the setting up of self-government
as a preliminary step towards self -de termination. (

i

Great Britain, he said, has no ambition other than that
the Sudan maintains the bonds of friendship which the British
have been promoting for the pact 50 years or so, and establish
diplomatic relations wit)> Britain accordingly.

S.A.R. said in reply that the independent Sudan would
certainly show gratitude to all who did it service. It will
never let down any ally who helps it iB win its liberty.
TheSudan will see to it that good relationship exists between t,
it and the rest of the world, carrying on with progress in
all fields of human endeavour and joining the Arab League.

The Sudan would not be satisfied with anything less than
full independence.

Sir Winston then said that it was up to the Sudanese to
choose the form of government they liked although he believed
that monarchism would be best suited to the Orient; and
S.A.R. replied that monarchism war. a dying concern particularly
in the East and that it had outlived its usefulness. It
would not therefore be advisable for the Sudan to stirt its
independent career with a -rapidly diminishing political system.

Already long-established monarchisms have di
and it was believed thet republicanism would be most suitable
for the Sudan.

"This is all very v;ell" remarked Sir '/-/ins ton, "but in
view of my vsst experience of the Kaat and rny active
participation in the 'River War1 and indeed my knowledpe of
the Mahdi's record end thet of his family I am of the opinion
that moiurchism is better for the 3uriau than Republic? n ism".

/SA.R said



S.A.R. said: "The Iwahdist history is well known and
the surviving members of the A'ahdiet family are capable of
occupying their rightful positions under any regime. It
would be in their interest to be elevated to high places
by sheer merit rather than by inheritance which the people
may one day avenge itself upon".

Sir Winston wound up the discussion by rjeclfirin.fr
"You are free to choose whet you mpy and it is not our
intention to interfere v-ith your choice. Even the suggestion
that we "-ant the Surtpn to join the membership of the British
Commonwealth is untrue We would welcome the Juden as a
friendly ally to whom we ere willing to give all facilities
to protect her independence ageinst the iavador. v»'e are
prepared to do all we cm in this respect and when our ally,
the Sudan, becomes a member of the Arab League we shall have
nothing to be afraid of. ,,'e shall be better able to
consolidate the policy of collaboration with riddle Eastern
States".

These important deliberations were recorded and signed
by Mr. Selwyn Lloyd.
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CONFIDENTIAL

FROM KHARTOUM TO FOREIGN-OFFICE

Cypher/OTP P R I S E C

Sir R. Howe D. 7.U p.m. May 6, 1953
No. 340 R. 9.07 p.m. May 6, 1953
May 6, 1953

PRIORITY
CONFIDENTIAL

Following personal for Prime Minister

I saw Sayed Abdul Rahman El Mahdi yesterday and the
Secretary-General of U.M.I!,A. party today who gave me a
full account of their party delegation's visit to Neguib
to complain of Egyptian propaganda and bribery. The delegates
had taken a strong line with Neguib v/ho pleaded not guilty and
put the blame on his subordinates. The delegates had pressed
Neguib to make a statement to the effect that he would prefer
an independent Sudan to unity of the Nile valley brought about
by improper means, A reply had been received from Neguib but
was not considered satisfactory and a further approach is being
me.de to Cairo,

2. S.A.R. said that he would use all his resources to
combat Egyptian activities here and hoped he would be supported
by us and by Her Majesty's Government. They would wait a little
to see if the Egyptians would mend their ways. If they did
not Abdullah Khalil said the party would denounce the agreement
with the-'"Egyptians, boycott elections^nd take steps to see
that the elections could not be carried out. They would prefer
to go back to the situation before the Anglo-Egyptian Agreement
and put off self-determination for years under our protection,

3. Sf'i.R. said that Egyptians had suggested that the money
came from Sayed Ali Mirghani. S.A.R. did not think this a
possible answer, but he did accuse his rival of openly
supporting the Egyptian aims and using his position as a
religious leader for political purposes. The Administration
should withdraw their support from S.A.M. and British officials
should throw their weight behind'the U.M.M.A. party wherever
possible.

Please see my immediately following telegram.

[Copies sent to the Prime Minister],

K K K K
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FROM KHARTOUM.TO FOREIGN OFFICE,

Cypher/OTP P R I S E. Q

Sir R. Howe D. 6.53 p.m. May 6, 1953.
No. 341 R. 8.25 p.m. May 6, 1953.
May 6, 1953. .

PRIORITY
COl̂ FIDEMTIAL

Personal for Prime Minister,

My immediately preceding telegram,

Abdulla Khalil's ideas on future action by the Umma party
if the Egyptians fail to mend their ways, should not be taken
necessarily to represent the views of the party as a whole.
He is not in the innermost counsels of the Party and is less
close to Sayed Abdul Rahman El Mahdi than some of its other
leaders,

2i Sayed Abdul Rahman El Mahdifs accusations against Sayed
Ali Mirghani are a familiar gambit. In fact there is no more
evidence now than in the past, that he is supporting Egypt and
his views on the future of the Sudan are as enigmatical as ever.
His guiding principle continues to be fear and hatred of Sayed
Abdul Rahman El Mahdi and Kahdist ambitions.

3. In my opinion we must be very cautious about giving our
obvious support to Sayed Abdul Rahman El Mahdi and Umma before
they decide to come out into the open over their attitude to
Egypt. As long as they try to maintain a fagade of friendliness
with Egypt they will disown us when any activities of ours
embarrass them with the Egyptians/ But an open break with Egypt
would put new life into the pro-independence elements in the
country and would open the door to firmer and more effective
support from us.

[Copies sent to the Prime Minister],

CCCCC
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Office of the United. Kingdom
Trade Commissioner,

P.O.Box 801,
•yj.~ Khartoum.

llth Hay, 1953. '
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R,

I have found a rather more pessimistic atmosphere
on my return to i;.i)f'.rtoum. There is a feeling that
pro-unity propaganda f iji; need by the Egyptians is
"making headway" though no oae is willing to conaiiit
himself to'what this means in concrete terms. But a
general increase in the strenj1. th of the li'.U.P. in the
country proportionately increases the importance of the
south to all parties, and it scenic that the recent activities
of Ahmed-es-Sayid on behalf of the i\'.U..H. in the south
have been more successful than observers, including the
Umma, had expected. It is this as much as anything else
that has happened recently that has induced the Umrna's
present feeling of apprehension.

2. The general attitude of the llrmna Party remains the
problem. They balk of having laid dovm the lav; to
j.:6gui"b and of "beia;";: v/illin;.; to 'breaj; if he refuses to
give them the guarantees they want, and Sayid Abdur Rahman
himself has suggested full co-operation with H.1V.G. But
they - or at least the rrtvjority of tlie leaders v/ho matter -
regain curiousl;: reluctant to o.i.jaiidon tlie'ho..e that Neguib
does perhaps represent a new type of honest Egyptian v/ith
\vhora durable agreements can be made. V/hile in the
background is the constant fear that what Kp;ypt has
recently given Egypt can also take away: she can denounce
her agreement to waive her insistence on sovereignty and
to grant self-government and self-determination to the
Sudanese, and engineer a boycott of the elections by the 11U.P.

3. The Umma leaders have said in confidence that this
time they will not be deceived and that if within a month
or so tl'ere are not obvious indications that the Egyptians
are sincerely wi'U ing to carr;y out an agreement to abstain
from propaganda they will break with l̂ 'gypt. But on
present indications when t'! at time co\;es 1 fear that there
will inevitably be a move in favour of giving Ep-ypt nnother
chance. Meanwhile, nre&uin^bly aa a concomitant of the
continuing negotiations with Ke.̂ uib tke Urura prens
ostentatiously raainto-ins a balance as*betv/ecn* Egypt and
Britain. At-.acks on Eryntian pro ;a,raniio. ai'e accompanied
by varnings that rritain (and cpeciiically my office)
should not try anr.l omtlate ^g.ypt in thin resr-ect. vvhile a
«recent article- prof eased to find pro-coii'j.-.onv/ealth'
propaganda Just as active and objoctioiu-'bie BB the' nro-unity
va.riety. Sayid Seddik li::s himself carefully explained to
me how he rebutted Lieguib'a charge t; at lie WUB pro-British!

I am sending a copy of this letter to C-""iro.

Allen Esq.. , 'C.M.G. .



CONFIDENTIAL

FROM KHARTOUM TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cypher/CEP FOREIGN OFFICE AND
WHITEHALL DISTRIBUTION

Sir R. Howe ÔD. 5.32 p,m. May 25, 1953
No. 387 ^ff^
May 25, 1953 \, 'R. 7.08 p.m. May 259 1953
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Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. ̂ 87 of May 25
Repeated for information to Cairo

!. ! ;

My telegram No. 218 to Cairo.

A copy of Neguib's letter to the Umma party referred to in
paragraph 2 of that telegram has now been given confidentially
to Luce, The main points are as follows.

1. The mutual interests, of Sudan and Egypt require a common
policy for the division of the Nile waters to the benefit of the ,
two countries, a common economic policy and a common defence i
policy to prevent any outside.interference in the above two !
interests.

2. If the Sudan becomes independent the two countries will
have an agreed foreign policy which will safeguard the above
three interests, i

> |

3. If th'e Sudan becomes united with Egypt each country will j
deal with its internal affairs without interference from others,

but a joint Sudanese-Egyptian body will be set up to deal with \
matters of common interest, ;

U The difference between independence and unity is therefore •
very slight,

*

5. The real menace to a satisfactory arrangement between
in independent Sudan and Egypt is British influence which is used
to poison the atmosphere and to foster suspicions between the
Sudanese and the Egyptians. The greatest danger from the
British is their raising the bogey of Egyptian propaganda in the
Sudan, ,.•'"'

The
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1. I have taken copies of the enclosure.

2, I wish I could be encouraging and make some useful suggestions
for i'ollovdng the example of Egypt. Except for one or two
comparatively minor measures we cannot compete with the Egyptians
who are prepared to concentrate everything they have got in winning
over the Sudan. If they had been clever they would have done all
these things long ago. They have every advantage in being a
neighbour! n/; country with a common bond (at any rate as far as the
chief political centimes in the Sudan are concerned) of a common
language and religion. The following are jiiy detailed observations
on the enclosure to this letter.

1. If our Ministers were prepared to make speeches about the Sudan
they would receive just as much publicity as those of the Egyptian
military junta. If Egypt publishes the threatened Red Book, we will
do our beat to discredit it, but it will be widely read and believed
because it will be interestingier scurrilous.

2. Cairo Radio. I have no doubt that this v/ill be one of the best
heard stations in the Sudan ahd therefore one of the most widely
listened to. The best counter is an improvement in Radio Qudurman.
We are shortly to discuss the possibilities with the isudan Public
Relations Officer. The B.B.G. Arabic service and Sharq. el Adna have

M1915 43677
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been, asked to pay particular attention to the Sudan in their
programmes.

3. The kiddle Ka_str Hews Agetyiy. This is a comparatively new
project which, *fr I suspect, lias been set up largely as a rival to
the Arab Kews Agency. The latter are going to establish an office a
soon as possible in Khartoum (whei^e they already have a correspondent
I have asked those concerned to investigate the possibilities of
sabotaging the M.Ti.H.A. which has no\v started operating (so far not
very effectively) all over the kiddle East from a base in Cairo.

it-. .Invitatiotis j.o.. the Sudanese. We cannot compete here v/ith the
Egyptians who can offer Arabic speaking Moslem Sudanese any amount
of palatable fai'e comparatively close at hand. Me have of course an
official Sudanese Delegation coming to the Coronation and 'i uuderstari
that the Sudanese Government are theivtselves sending at their own
expense a pax-ty of about 3^ Sudanese to t'ne Coronation as well. This
Department is arranging a month's tour in the United Kingdom for thre
parties of four Sudanese journalists or others of similar status who
are in a position to influence public opinion during the course of
this year.

B.
1. I do not imagine that one of uu- Uinititera would wish to stump
the Sudan making speeches. He, would in any case be under the
disadvantage of not speaking in Arabic which is essentially an
oratorical language. I think, however, that pome time before the
Sudanese elections it might be a very good plan to have a ainisteria
statement here which would be publicised in tht Sudan and which would
clearly state the themes which v/e wish put over to the Sudanese.

2. The establishment of our Trade Comudssioncr1 s Office in Khartoui:
may do something to offset the effect of the many Egyptian offices
in the Sudan. The British office- is already being severely criticise
in the Egyptian and Sudanese press (,inc'luring worst of all a Sudanese
pro-independence paper) and we should take opportunities of calling
the attention of the Sudanese to the activities of the Egyptian
offices.

5» Ariiy Actiyity;. I do not think that the British Aruiy is in a
position to conduct similar propaganda. It looks to .vae as if it
would now suit us best from the propaganda point of view for the
forces of both Britain and Egypt to withdrawjg^^, ££j CU**̂ *S»

Club. I do not think that anything similar in the way
of an Anglo-Sudanese Society would work. It is just possible that
we might get something like the old Brotherhood of iTreedom going in
the Sudan and v/e are putting this suggestion to l.r. Riches. V/e canno
compete over (a), (b) and (a). As rerfo-da (fl) the best thing would
be for pio-independence Sudanese to broadcast as much 'as possible on
Radio Orndurman. I should have thought that the move in (f) of
appointing Sudanese to senior Egyptian posts might be undermined by
suggesting that such Sudanese might well loose their nationality
later.

To sura up the Egyptians have a positve aim in view , the winning
over of the Sudan to unity v/ith Kg.:i)t *and are concentrating everythir
on this. V/e on the other hand only wish to see t'ne Sudanese
independent. We are pretty certain that this will be their.choice
if they ai'e left free to decide. Y/e oau only go on doing our best
to expose the emptiness of Egyptian promises and to extol the
advantages of independence.

(C.F.K. Barclay)
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If we have t roub le in £gypt, the
si tuat ion mey so develop that we shall
authorise the Governor-General to take
phsycial act ion to stop Jigyptian activities.
./e must at present , however, provide for a
situation ipfthich this is not happening.

2. Our object is to persuade the Sudanese
that independence is beat for them; that
they can be independent; that we will
support them in getting their independence;
and, subsequent ly , if they need it. The
corollary of this is that we wan t to moke
the Sudanese pro-independence elements see
that they must now be primarily responsible
for asking for*vvhat they w a n t ; we can only
back them up. It follows we do not want to
get in f ront of them rather than behind.
At the moment they ore concentra t ing on
attacking ^gyot i ; -~n activities in the Sudan.
They will not succeed in stopping them, and
they are pretty sure of this themselves, but
for the time being we would probably do more
harm than good by too rapid an expansion of
our activities; we might lay ourselves open
to the accusation that , for all our talk of
independence, we were obviously seeking to
extend our hold rather than to withdraw,
in pursuit of their present tactico, the
Umma Party might take up the same cry.

3. .'/e hope this is a temporary situation,
and that the U.ima will soon come out into
"the open against the ^gyplvj.'iiis; but at the
moment the best thing seems ̂ to let the
Informat ion Off ice work itself in wi th the
job of projecting i3ritain. This need not
stop us planning for an extension of
activities later. The difficulty I see
a b o u t having a specie! uommio:!ion of ex-oudai
Government people is that whilst they would
be valuable for supplying information, I am
not convinced that their adv ice on the k ind
of propaganda approach requ i red would be
sound. They themselves would have no doubt*
about this, and would expect their advice to
be taken. "»'e might therefore spend more
time shooting down suggestions based on a
picture of the Sudan as it no longer exists
than in getting anything useful out of them.
The Sudan political service have been
excellent administrators, but on the.whole
poor politicians. (Thic is a sweeping
generalisation of course: but Arthur Gaitskejll,
for example, was never altogether popular
with the political service on account of hi;
de terminat ion to push ahead, and s tay obreas
of, the Sudanese e f f e n d i y a ) . \-ny f r a n k
opinion is that i.ir. Dearden 'a experience of
the birth-pangs of prematurely-delivered
Arab states in Libya and Jo rdan will be

/more
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•nore relevant to his task than a lifetime's •-.
service in the Sudanese districts. It is
unhappily a fact that very few of the ex-Sudan
Government people who went to Libya were
able to adapt themselves to changed conditions.,
there and I think their advice on propaganda L»
would suffer from similar mental inhibitions.
We can, of course, always get advice on
specific questions from a variety of authori-
tative sources - the Sudan Agency or Sir James
Robertson, for example. ,

( < V . Morris)
May li|, 1955. M
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: KHARTOUM....

20th April, 1953.

PERSONAL & SECRET.

Dear

Vifith reference to o.ur telegram No. 297
I enclose a note on tVxe methods of propaganda used
"by the Egyptians since the February Agreement.

2. It makes no mention of money because
we have so far not "been a"ble to obtain positive
proof of its use, "but the circumstantial evidence,
is so strong, and it is so much a matter of
common knowledge, that there can "be no doubt whatever
that large sums of Egyptian money are "being used in
support of the N. U. P. . .

3. I am sending a copy of this letter and
enclosure to Creswell in Cairo.

Yours

,: f •

(W. H. Luce)

R. Allen, Esq. , CLIG. ,
The Foreign Office,

s.. w. 1.
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HOTS ON METHODS OF i'ROP.AĈ JIOA U3i>3) BY THE

SIHOB THB FEBRUARY, 1955,

It la considered useful to divide thio subject
into two parts* A. methods used in Egypt and B, methods
used in the Sudan.

A* MSTUOD8 U3EP IH 130YPT.

1, There arĉ i number of ine trances of speeches made
by General Hoguib, Major Ualah iialira and others in which
Britain has been publicly accused of working to

sabotage the Agreement* For example BOO Cairo* s clear
telegrams to the Foreign Office iio, 581 r 61 7 and 618*
More recently Major Salah !3alim is reported to have
accused Britain in a lecturo to the -1011111011 eta1 Club in
Alexandria of aiming to cUcaember the tttle valley and
of impoverishing it "by lowering t'̂ o standard of agriculture
and "by wasting ita mineral wealth. Ho inf onaed hie
audience that Egypt intended to expose in a iled Book the
scandalous policy followed by Britain since the signing
of the Agreement*
2, Cairo radio.

A powerful novr raOio transmission lias been
instituted as clooo as possible to the 0: ..tiurinan wavelengths
on the 29 and U3 metre bands*

3« Middle Bast Mows'
A Dr, llusni Khnllf a of L'i. a, II. A. has been

provided \7ith Egyptian funds, and lias just been given
an hour each day on the Cairo to Khartoum trunk telephony
in order to collect information from agents in the Sudan*

U* XnvAtatipna i to Prominent . Sud.anea.ê
Merchants and tribal leaders in considerable

numbers are belnp, Invited (often personally by General
Koguib) to visit iiujrypt at i'̂ ptlan expense ostensibly
to attend agricultural and horse shovrs* A party went in
the middle of March, and thoro is another party up there
now. In addition Ahlla (i.e.- non-government) school
teachers have been invited to Ufjypt to attend cultural
lectures, in order to contaminate another oupranely
important sphere and get at tho youn[> 'Hie 3udan Football
Association has recently been approached to exchange team
visits, tho Egyptian players to come to thoSudan first,

B» T U a wm IM

Examples $
The tours of Salah Saliin, ^r. Oulah ol Din, and 3h*

Bakhouri. Ho opportuniticD arc lost, ^o malw raiscb.ievous
speeches or statcsaents at proso intorvlews,

2, RQprosontfxtive QfljLcjoa_in.J^ .̂9--aa5eJk.
(a) The officoa of tho Innpootor-Ooneral of the

Egyptian Irrigation Dooartincntj tho economic iixyert and
the Itispootor of Egyptian ...klucation oro accncies for
propaganda services, iiinco tiie establioltnoat of the
military rectiine however tho headquartorB of the Sgyptian
Troops in the Uudan lias become th© moot
airenoy.



(b) Branches of new Egyptian Organisations are toeing opened,
for example: the Misr Bank, \jhich has wide commercial
interests, and the Red Creooent Organisation, The latter i.s
distributing largesse to the poor in Omdurman,

3, Egyptian Army Activity*
Examples:

(a) The attendance of Egyptian officers at Congress
Club and N» U. P. meetings and celebrations.
(b) The interference in politics of senior officers,
v:ho are used as a channel to the Sudanese parties for the
delivery of messages, instructions, and probably money*
(c) After the official celebrations parade on February
Ill-th the Egyptian Array encouraged crowds of demonstrators
shouting "Long live Hegulb" and "Unity of the Hile". and
carried them in their military trucks through the streets of
Khartoum, from the Secretariat, where the parade took place,
back to their barracks*
(d) The provision by tho \rrny to the cinemas of the
main towns of the "Liberiation film".
(e) The opening by the û yptian Army of a Public
Affairs Office in Khartoum,
(f) The• incident, of the presentation to Oeneral Hegulb
of on S.D. F, Badge (See Jlorrie* letter to Ledward dated
16*14.53).
(g) The disregard of Air Navigation Regulations by
Egyptian Air Force, low flying, etc*

U* The Egyptian Club.

The Club has a prominent site in Khartoum and for
none time has allowed lectures with anti-Britioh tinge to
be given to vrtiich the public are invited* More recently
it has entertained tribal leaders, etc* going through to
Egypt (see A*U* above) and has shown them films of Neguib
being Idolised by the Cairo mob*

5, Various other..._prcmaganda devices*
These are well planned and widespread*

Examples:
(a) The holding of on Egyptian art exhibition last
month, and the intention to hold some form of industrial
exhibition shortly,
(b) The provision of liberation flags in large quantity
after the signing of the Agreement, for free distribution
and sale in the shops. These flags r/ere flov/n down from
Cairo by military aircraft,
(o) The provision of a small Unity lapel badge for
distribution*
(d) It is reported that radio recording apparatus is to
be sent to the Sudan to record statements by pro—''Igyr/tian
Sudanese for transmission from Cairo Radio.
(e) There io an increase in visits by Egyptian students,
scouts, schoolgirlo, etc* *
(f) /3-S3f© eubtle move to catch the ambitious- has been the
appointment of Sudanese to the post of Governor, Aswan, as
Deputy to Director of tho Aahar, and to the Under-3ecretaryshli
for Sudanese Affairs* The 3.D*F* is attacked by the offer
of appointments and promotion in the Egyptian Array to S. D. P.
officers if they leave the Force*, and some retired S.D.F.
officers have been so treated*
(g) The sending to the Sudan for distribution ioxttai
thffough, the Egyptian Army of portraits of General Heguito.
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